On our Cover
REYNOLD BROWN A Life in Pictures
Updated edition, limited to 1000. Our Highest Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmer. This spectacular art book explores the life and work of one of the greatest movie poster artists in Hollywood history. This whopping 304 page new edition adds 80 new pages to the original 2009 edition—which quickly sold out—and is loaded with stunning illustrations reproduced from vintage movie posters, photos, and the original paintings and drawings. This is a fine document of Reynold’s work, and features images from every facet of his long career, from men’s magazines to top-rated films and images we’ve all had imprinted on our brains, even if we didn’t know they were Brown’s work. Illustrated Press, 2017. REYBH: HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC $49.95
Cover Image: “The Raven” courtesy of Illustrated Press.

BEHAVING MADLY HC
Our Highest Recommendation. By Steve Ditko, Jack Davis, Basil Wormeron-ton, Ross Heath, Jack Kirby, Joe Manely et al. When “Mad” was turned into a magazine in 1954, every publisher and his uncle came up with his own version, often using the same talented creators! 200 pages of never before reprinted material: Snuf, Lunatick, Cockeyed, Crazy, Thimm, Frenzy, Franck, Loco, Panic, and Zany, too! Plus Bill Elder, John Severin, Al Jaffee, Ross And-ru, Joe Kubert, Rob Powell, Howard Nostrand, Lee Elias, and many others, IDW, 2017. BEHMH. HCW, 8x11, 208pg, b&w $54.99 $29.99

COMIC BOOK CREATOR #15 Mark Schultz
All-new Schultz cover! Highly Recommended. Edited by Jon B. Cooke. Thirty years of the “Autos and Archosaurs” masterworks—the Xenozoic Era with a career-spanning interview with artist’s artist Mark Schultz. Rarely-seen art and fascinating photos from Mark’s amazing and award-winning career.
TwoMorrows, 2017. Mature Readers. CBCR15. SC, 8x11, 80pg, FC $8.95
See our website, or inquire, for more Comic Book Creator.

BLOOM COUNTY BRAND SPANNING NEW DAY Signed
San Diego Comic-Con Exclusive. By Berkeley Breathed. All-new, never-before-printed strips featuring everyone’s favorite penguin and all the other quirky denizens of the magical land called Bloom County. This second volume from the strip’s 2015 relaunch. It seems like we need Opus, Bill, and the gang now more than ever. Special signed hardcover edition which we got from the publisher at Comic-Con. Limited number available. IDW, 2017. BCBSH. HC, 12x10, 144pg, FC $50.00
BLOOM COUNTY EPISODE XI A NEW HOPE Softcover:
$17.99 $15.99
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Featured New Items

MODELING MANDY Signed
Highly Recommended. By Dean Yeagle. Dean creates a character, Fred the Frog, to narrate the story of Dean Yeagle’s creation of the beautiful Mandy. From first pencil sketches of real life models, he gets Mandy to do similar poses as these models, but she doesn’t always cooperate! She is in various stages of undress while she poses on a stool, stretching and swinging contortions. The last 10 pages show her in various poses, in Mature Readers.

MOMDS. SC, 9x11, 48pg, PC $20.00
MANDY GO ROUND Signed: MANGRS. $20.00
MANDY’S BEAUTIFUL BIRTHDAY SUIT Signed: MANBS. $20.00
SCRIBBLINGS 1-3 Signed: SCR04S, 05S, etc.
$15.00 $20.00

This is our extra-long Christmas catalog—you get what you want, when you want it. Our special This is our extra-long Christmas catalog—you get what you want, when you want it. Our special featured images begin on page 22. I began with our bestsellers for the year and picked out my favorites, books with that “wow” factor. There are more good gift items mixed into the new items and featured images begin on page 22. I began with our bestsellers for the year and picked out my favorites, books with that “wow” factor. There are more good gift items mixed into the new items and featured items that are deeply discounted from the original publisher’s price. Most of these items have been closed out by the publisher and we have limited copies. Buy these items have been closed out by the publisher and we have limited copies. Buy these items have been closed out by the publisher and we have limited copies. Buy now before they’re gone!

Look for the star symbol. These are items that are deeply discounted from the original publisher’s price. Most of these items have been closed out by the publisher and we have limited copies. Buy now before they’re gone!

Cover Image: “The Raven” courtesy of Illustrated Press.

News & Notes
This is our extra-long Christmas catalog—you can never order too early to make sure you get what you want, when you want it. Our special Christmas Gift ideas begin on page 22. I began with our bestsellers for the year and picked out my favorites, books with that “wow” factor. There are more good gift items mixed into the new items and the “Don’t Miss These” section, page 28.
Underwood Books Publisher File Copies: On page 37 you will find long sold sold out Frank Frazetta and Jeffrey Jones, signed! We have many more to come. For the latest listings, see New Arrivals on our website.
Flesk Books Buy-One, Get-One-Free special: we didn’t have room in this catalog—buy one book, get one book for free! This is a fantastic deal and we have limited copies. Buy now before they’re gone!

Thomas Haller Buchanan just created a lovely print of “The Frost Giant’s Daughter” which we are adding free to his new HCW, 8x11, 208pg, b&w $49.95 $29.99

Thanks for your support! ~Bud

Cover Image: “The Raven” courtesy of Illustrated Press.

Cover Image: “The Raven” courtesy of Illustrated Press.
**ART OF POSUKA DEMIZU**
Highly Recommended. We really, really like this. Stunning fantasy/sc-fi artwork, often starring a lovely young manga-style girl. This first collection of Posuka Demizu’s work features outstanding art from his career AND new illustrations created especially for this edition. Vibrant characters and brilliant compositions rendered in his characteristically precise style. PIE, 2016. ARTPD, SC/Dustjacket, 7x11, 192pg, FC $29.95

**BEAUTIFUL MACABRE Rare & Peculiar Posters 1862-1973**
Recommended. By Thomas Negovan. Sinister and sensual artwork from the Golden Age of Vintage Poster Art, 1862 to 1972. Here are wild, strange and surreal images of death and destruction, of skeletons and murderers, of death and dire warnings. From the influences of Absinthe, to WWI atrocities, roaches overwhelming small children, bloody knife murder, snakes and spiders and the devil himself. Century Guild, 2017. BEAMA, SC, 5x9, 88pg, FC $29.00

**BOOK OF MIRACLES (New Edition)**
Recommended. By Till-Holger Borchert and Joshua P. Waterman. A nearly complete one-of-a-kind illustrated manuscript, circa 1550, first published as a deluxe $200 edition. Large-format illustrations in gouache and watercolor depict wondrous and eerie celestial phenomena, conflagrations, floods, and catastrophes and occurrences: the creation of the world, the Old Testament, ancient tradition, and medieval chronicles. Also contemporary phenomena amid illustrations of the visionary Book of Revelation, picturing the end of the world! Taschen, 2017. BOMIRH. HC, 9x13, 292pg, PC $49.99 $42.50

**COVER UP 25 Years of Cover Art by Monte Michael Moore Signed Signed**
Foreword by Lucio Parrillo. A comprehensive collection of cover art spanning the 20+ years of Monte’s professional career in gaming, comics and sexy pin-up art! Lots of girls here, many undressed, but also there’s work on magazine covers featuring Star Trek, Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, Kolchak, Tarzan, Judge Anderson, Zenoscope variant covers, commentary by Michael, full-page and smaller inset covers, and more. 2017. Mature Readers. COVUHS. HCW, 9x11, 80pg, FC $30.00

**CUSTOM LETTERING OF THE 20’S AND 30’S**
584 pages with eight or more images per page! Recommended. Edited by Rian Hughes, Introduction by Leslie Cabarga. Over 4,500 examples of custom lettering from the heyday of Art Deco and the Futurists—from geometric fonts, elegant brush scripts, and heavy industrial serifs to hand-drawn eccentricities and outlay displays. A cornerstone of any type-lover’s library. Includes some wonderful line-drawn chapter heads, movie promos, and more. Koreo Press, 2017. CUSLE. SC, 9x9, 576pg, PC $46.00 $39.95

**FRITZ KAHN Infographics Pioneer**
New Bargain-Priced Edition. Recommended. By Uta von Debschitz and Thilo von Debschitz, Foreword by Steven Heller, and an essay about Kahn’s life and oeuvre. Natural science buffs, graphics professionals, and anyone interested in visual expression of ideas will be fascinated by this. We’ve never seen any book like it! Taschen, 2017. FRITKAH. HC, 6x8, 520pg, PC $19.99

**Illuminated Fiction**

**BLACK SHIPS BEFORE TROY**

**FAIRY TALES** By Hans Christian Andersen
Superb facsimile of the original and scarce 1916 edition. Highly Recommended. Art by Harry Clarke. Hans Christian Andersen’s beloved fairy tales in a gilt-stamped, hardcover volume, abundantly illustrated with full-color and b&w images by Harry Clarke. Offering such classics as “The Snow Queen,” “The Nightingale,” and “The Wild Swan.” This was Clarke’s first illustrated book. Calla, 2017. FATAHH. HCW, 7x10, 320pg, Text/PC $40.00 $34.95

**LEAD POISONING The Pencil Art of Geof Darrow**
Geof Darrow’s slick, precise inks and stunning detail have amazed comics fans for decades, from his early work with Moebius; to Hardboiled, his first collaboration with Frank Miller; to the overwhelming excess of his current series, Shaolin Cowboy. Now Darrow provides insight into his process by sharing the pencil drawings behind his meticulous inks in a huge hardcover collection. From well-known covers to never-before-seen drawings, Lead Poisoning is a behind-the-scenes look that reveals perfectionism at its best. Dark Horse, 2017. LEADPH. HCW, 9x12, 128pg, b&w $64.99 $30.00

**LEAD POISONING The Pencil Art of Geof Darrow**
Geof Darrow’s slick, precise inks and stunning detail have amazed comics fans for decades, from his early work with Moebius; to Hardboiled, his first collaboration with Frank Miller; to the overwhelming excess of his current series, Shaolin Cowboy. Now Darrow provides insight into his process by sharing the pencil drawings behind his meticulous inks in a huge hardcover collection. From well-known covers to never-before-seen drawings, Lead Poisoning is a behind-the-scenes look that reveals perfectionism at its best. Dark Horse, 2017. LEADPH. HCW, 9x12, 128pg, b&w $64.99 $29.99

**JERRY AND THE JOKER Adventures and Comic Art**
Highly Recommended. By Jerry Robinson, with notes by Jens Robinson. In this memoir, Jerry Robinson tells the story of a seven-teen-year-old college hopeful who became the artist on Detective Comics, and later Batman, shares his thoughts on creating the Joker as the first super villain, and relates the celebrity-stud ded journeys that a long life in comics afforded him. Jerry was one of the first Golden Age artists to save his original art—so here are never before published and rarely seen originals. Dark Horse, 2017. JERJH. HCW, 9x12, 152pg, PC $34.99 $30.00

**JERRY THORNE’S BATTILING BEAUTIES**
Recommended. The career of Frank Thorne, renowned good girl artist, with a comprehensive art monograph exploring the art of the women he created. See pencils, preliminaries, final artwork, as well as the comics, focusing on his cheesecake and x-rated creations. A handsome oversized hardcover with artwork from Red Sonja, Ghita, Lann, The Iron Devil, and much more. Plus concepts and storyboards for the never-made Ghita film. Hermes, 2017. Mature Readers. BATTBH. HCW, 9x12, 192pg, PC $68.00 $49.95

**FRANK THORNE’S BATTLING BEAUTIES**
Recommended. The career of Frank Thorne, renowned good girl artist, with a comprehensive art monograph exploring the art of the women he created. See pencils, preliminaries, final artwork, as well as the comics, focusing on his cheesecake and x-rated creations. A handsome oversized hardcover with artwork from Red Sonja, Ghita, Lann, The Iron Devil, and much more. Plus concepts and storyboards for the never-made Ghita film. Hermes, 2017. Mature Readers. BATTBH. HCW, 9x12, 192pg, PC $68.00 $49.95

**Comic Artists**
INNSMOUTH The Lost Drawings of Mannish Sycovia Deluxe Signed & numbered on signature plate with signed postcard! Limited, 300! Highly Recommended.

By Mark Nelson. Signed & numbered on bound-in signature plate with an extra full color image; two different limited edition bookmarks, and a signed limited postcard, all three exclusive of the pre-ordered copies. Alaxis, Press, publishers of The Leaning Girl, have teamed up with artist Mark Nelson to publish a new book in the form of a discovered volume of lost horror drawings based around the Lovecraftian mythology...but actually by Mark himself. Alaxis, 2017.

INNSH. HCW, 7x10, 176pg, Duotone $75.00

INNSMOUTH The Lost Drawings of Mannish Sycovia Signed & numbered on signature plate with signed postcard! Alaxis, 2017.

INNISH. HCW, 7x10, 192pg, Duotone $30.00

IT’S ALIVE! Classic Horror and Sci-Fi Movie Posters From the Kirk Hammett Collection Recommended. Edited by Daniel Finamore. One of the world’s premier collections of horror and sci-fi movie posters amassed, not altogether surprisingly, by the dark mind of Metallica lead guitarist, Kirk Hammett. Before Kirk Hammett assumed the heavy metal mantle of one of the most successful and beloved figures in rock history, he was a geek for the imaginative universe of horror. This generously illustrated book highlights the finest examples from Hammett’s personal collection—an astonishing trove of horror and sci-fi film posters that span the history of the genre. Peabody Essex Museum, 2017.

ITALIH. HCW, 9x12, 120pg, FC $30.00 $24.95

VOLUPTUOUS TERRORS 120 Horror & Sci-Fi Film Posters from Italy Recommended. Edited by G.H. Janus. 120 film posters by a wide range of acclaimed Italian artists, created for both indigenous and foreign-language (some U.S.) film productions. Includes graphic science fiction and pulp horror in full-color, full-page reproductions showcasing exploitation horror films unique to Italy. From the post-war period through to the 1980s, compositions almost invariably included curvaceous female figures in jeopardy, juxtaposed with the iconography of fantasy and terror. Minor nudity, major violence. Deidre Press, 2017. Mature Readers. VOLTE. SC, 8x11, 128pg, FC $29.95 $26.95

KENT WILLIAMS NOT STRANGERS Drawings in Mixed Media Signed & limited, 1000! Recommended. Companion volume to Via Lactea. An oversized hardcover filled with beautifully painted, erotic images of the small but very shapely Soey Milk. Here she is drawn for genre portraits, complex illustrative tableaux, and ultimately highly erotic nudes, with another girl and at least one straight-out bondage work. Alien Spiegel, 2017. Mature Readers. KWNHS. HCW, 11x14, 48pg, FC $36.90

KENT WILLIAMS VIA LACTEA: Soey Milk. Limited, 1470. Adult Material. VIALH. HCW, 12x13, 64pg, FC $49.95

LIFE AND ART OF ALFRED KUBIN New Introduction by Gregor Sebba. By Alfred Kubin. The pen-and-ink drawings featured in this compilation include grotesques from Sebba’s “Dance of Death” sequence which employs a Renaissance theme to reflect the artist’s interpretation of modern society and its rapid changes, as well as illustrations from his phantasmagorical novel The Other Side, which portrays a dream kingdom dedicated to the rejection of progress. Fascinating glimpses into a hallucinatory dream world. Dover, 2017.

LIFAK. SC, 8x11, 82pg, Text/b&w $17.95

OF MENUS AND MYTHOLOGY Late Nineteenth-Century Print Graphics Recommended. By Allen Spiegel. This early collection of graphic designs by German artist Franz von Stuck (1863–1928) features images intended for menu cards, wine lists, and other food service applications. Although produced for a commercial market, the artist’s excellent draftsmanship, clean graphic designs, and imaginative use of mythological subjects signal his later development as a leader of the Symbolist movement. Dover, 2017.

OFMEN. SC, 8x11, 112pg, b&w $16.95

Artists’ Editions

JACK KIRBY FANTASTIC FOUR The World’s Greatest Artist’s Edition Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee. Art by Jack Kirby. Jack Kirby was the undisputed King of Comics and DC presents the second artist’s edition focusing on his Fantastic Four work. And, even better, this collects his earlier, “twice up” art—Kirby-sized!! Includes issues #33, 45, 47, and 60 of the Fantastic Four, plus selected pages from earlier issues, starting with #3, plus from the first FF Annual #1, plus a stellar gallery with many classic covers. IDW, 2017.

JKFFWAEH. HCW, 15x22, 168pg, b&w $150.00

SPAWN Vault Edition Almost Gone! Signed by Todd McFarlane By Todd McFarlane. On the 25th anniversary of Spawn, Todd McFarlane has opened his personal vault and is collecting the first seven issues of Spawn direct from the original art. Never-before-published original art boards in a new oversized (12.25”x 17.25”) hardcover book. Included in this special SIGNED edition, are extra surprises from Todd: Randomly selected books will include an inserted one-of-a-kind sketch by Todd McFarlane. Already out of print, so we may have only our very small initial stock. Image, 2017. Out of Print. SPAVEH. HCW, 12x17, 200pg, b&w $175.00

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES Allien Spiegel Artisan Edition By Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird. All the art, from the original art pages, in the first issue of one of the most important comic books—and success stories—of the last 35 years! Scanned directly from the original art, mimicking the experience of the original hand drawn page, and also collecting all the preliminary layouts (also hand drawn) by the creators of what has been called “this generation’s Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck.” Rounding out the volume is a gallery of bonus model pages, sketches, promotional pages. IDW, 2017.

TMNTEAH. HCW, 8x12, 144pg, b&w $99.99 $34.99
RUSSIAN ART OF THE AVANT-GARDE
By John E. Bowlt. A major resource, collecting essays, articles, manifestos, and works of art by Russian artists and critics in the early 20th century, available and works of art by Russian artists and collecting essays, articles, manifestos, By John E. Bowlt. A major resource, 

RUSSIAN ART OF THE AVANT-GARDE
HC, 7x9, 336pg, PC
Helen Binyon
and
Freedman, Enid Marx, Percy Horton, of Art such as Edward Bawden, Barnett Freedman, Enid Marx, Percy Horton, Peggy Angus, and Helen Binyon. Thames & Hudson, 2017. RUSAR. HC, 7x9, 336pg, PC $40.00

THE ART OF BUZZ Volume 3 Signed
By Buzz. From Buzz: “I prefer to work in traditional mediums, using pencil, ink, watercolor and application by brush and pen for most of my work. The pages are divided into chapters that focus on several genres, like illustrations of famous people using photographic reference, interpretation of beloved characters from comic books, animated films and series, and a chapter that features many sketches and commissions done at comic book conventions.” Buzz, 2017. ARB03S. SC, 8x11, 32pp, b&w $20.00

RAW MATERIAL ELIZA IVANOVA Sketchbook Signed
Recommended. By Eliza Ivanova. Raised in Bulgaria, Eliza Ivanova has worked at Pixar since 2010. This is her first collection. Work from 2012 to 2017 and is a sample of a full art book of her work which we will be handling when ready. Her work is all about faces and figures, serious studies in graphite (some with a second color) that remind us is all about faces and figures, serious studies in graphite (some with a second color) that remind us

DRIVE-THRU COMIC BOOK COVER ART OF ALEX SCHOMBURG Hardcover
Back in stock. Highly Recommended. By J. David Spurlock. Thrilling, Wonder, Captain America, America’s Best, Marvel, Exciting, STARTLING: Alex Schomburg and the most dazzling high-quality comic-book covers in the Golden Age of American Comics. For the first time in one volume: Schomburg’s superheroes, jungle girls, robots, wild animals, and various heroes—Pop-Art icons of the bygone WWII era. Vanguard, 2005. THRCH. HCW, 9x11, 112pp, FC $34.95

TO LAUGH THAT WE MAY NOT WEEP
The Life & Times of Art Young Highly Recommended. By Art Young Art Spiegelman and Frank Young. Ed-ited by Glen Bray. A sweeving career retrospective—over 800 of Young’s cartoons and illustrations, many reproduced from original artwork. With essays by Art Spiegelman, Justin Green, Art Young biographer Marc Moorash, Anthony Mourek, and Glenn Bray, and a biographical overview of Young by Frank M. Young. Fantagraphics, 2017. TOLAUH. HCW, 10x12, 320pp, PC $49.99 $39.99

ART OF FRANCESCO 2017 Sketchbook Signed
FrancESCO is best known for his gorgeous women drawn for Zenescope’s Grimm Fairy Tales like Alice in Wonderland, Omnibus, Godstorm and more. Boldly signed in silver on the cover, inside, a student of the European School of Art created a “Heaven Sent” nude as rose art; A Princess of Mars from first draft to finished centerfold; Wonder Woman; a seductive girl with a gun for Scary Fails; A ninja girl; a nude “Revenge of the Nerds,” and more. Francisco, 2017. Mature Readers. AFR17S. SC, 7x10, 32pp, FC $20.00

16 SKETCHBOOK Signed: AFR16S. $20.00

COMPELLION 4 Art by David W. Miller

DAWN 2017 Sketchbook Signed
Highly Recommended. By Joseph Michael Linsner. A slew of wonderful Dawn images in various seductive outfits including his patented skin-tight outfits that might as well be nude. Here too is new work including Wonder Woman, Zatanna, Batman, two wonderful Batgirls, and a Swampgirl dedication to Bernie Wrightson. The centerfold and covers are both double page/wrap around illustrations. Entirely in full color. Linsner, 2017. Mature Readers. DAW17S. SC, 5x8, 24pp, FC $20.00

2014, 2016 Sketchbooks Signed: DAW14S, 16S, ea: $20.00

NEAL ADAMS VINTAGE Sketchbook Signed
Signed! Recommended. Rarely seen layouts, pencils and images from Neal’s “vintage” era at DC and Marvel. Included are drawings from outside of comics, such as his Ben Casey newspaper strips and special advertising 1-page comics that are very cool (Chip Martin, College Reporter; Capitol Tapeman). Included is the original Man-Bat design, Ms Mystic, a superb Tarzan prelim, and more. Continuity Studios, 2017. NEAVS. SC, 8x11, 32pp, b&w $30.00

2016 Sketchbook Signed: NEA16D. $20.00

RAW MATERIAL ELIZA IVANOVA Sketchbook Signed
Recommended. By Eliza Ivanova. Raised in Bulgaria, Eliza Ivanova has worked at Pixar since 2010. This is her first collection. Work from 2012 to 2017 and is a sample of a full art book of her work which we will be handling when ready. Her work is all about faces and figures, serious studies in graphite (some with a second color) that remind us strongly of the work of Kent Williams and a bit of Claire Wendling. Eliza Ivanova, 2017. RAWMS. SC, 5x8, 24pp, PC $15.00

THE ART OF BUZZ Volume 3 Signed
Highly Recommended. By Buzz. From Buzz: “I prefer to work in traditional mediums, using pencil, ink, watercolor and application by brush and pen for most of my work. The pages are divided into chapters that focus on several genres, like illustrations of famous people using photographic reference, interpretation of beloved characters from comic books, animated films and series, and a chapter that features many sketches and commissions done at comic book conventions.” Buzz, 2017. ARB03S. SC, 9x11, 32pp, PC $20.00

WILLIAM STOUT TRIBUTE TO BILL’S WORK Signed
Recommended. By William Stout. The long awaited second volume of Bill’s tribute to stop motion animation master Willis O’Brien, best known as the man who created and animated the creatures for Bill’s favorite movie: the 1933 King Kong, as well as Mighty Joe Young, Citizen Kane, The Lost World, The Black Scorpion, and various Ray Harryhaus-en projects. This book is full of action packed sketches of King Kong, the Black Scorpion, and of course, the dinosaurs. These are all signed and numbered by Bill himself. Terra Nova, 2017. WSTWO02. SC, 8x11, 70pp, b&w $20.00

#1: Signed & numbered, 950! WSTWO. $20.00

THICK & TCRAETIUS AND COMMUNISM
By John E. Bowlt. Collecting essays, articles, manifestos, and works of art by Russian artists and critics in the early 20th century, available again at the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution. Russian art went through a series of dramatic changes, reflecting the political and social upheav- als of the country and producing a body of influential avant-garde work. Note: this is much more text than one with just sporadic photos and art in black and white. Thames & Hudson, 2017. RUSAR. SC, 6x8, 376pg, b&w $27.95
| **ALONE** | By Christophe Chaboté | Massive 368 pages! Available in English for the first time—the internationally bestselling graphic novel and an Official Selection at France’s prestigious Angoulême International Comics Festival by master illustrator-storyteller Chaboté (Park Bench, Moby-Dick). On a tiny lighthouse island in the rest of the world, a lonely hermit lives out his existence. Who is he? Why does he hide? What is it like to be so alone? Gallery 13, 2017. | **$19.99** |
| **BILLIE HOLIDAY** | By Carlos Sempayo, Art by Jose Muñoz. Born in Philadelphia in 1915, and dead too soon in New York in 1959, Billie Holliday became a legendary jazz singer. We follow a reporter on the trail of the artist on behalf of a New York daily. Beyond the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth, the public scandals (alcohol, drugs, violence), he seeks to restore the truth. | **$16.99** |
| **FLASH GORDON Kings Cross** | By Jeff Parker and Jesse Hamm. Art by Jesse Hamm. Join intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician, the intrepid reporter Dale Arden, eccentric scientist Dr. Zarkov, Mandrake the Magician. | **$12.99** |
| **H.P. LOVECRAFT’S THE HOUND and Other Stories** | Recommended. By Gon Tanabe. A pair of decadent young men pursue the appalling thrill of grave robbing...a German submarine’s crew is driven mad out his existence. Who is he? Why does he hide? What is it like to be so alone? Gallery 13, 2017. | **$17.99** |
| **H.P. LOVECRAFT’S WORLDS Volume 1** | The Lurking Fear and Other Tales | Collects #1-5, 2017. | **$17.99** |
| **THE LONE RANGER & GREEN HORNET** | Champions of Justice | Collects #1-5, 2017. | **$17.99** |
| **THE MYSTERY KNIGHT A Graphic Novel** | An entirely new graphic novel, never before published. Recommended. By Terry Moore. Here is Terry himself: “Collecting the first 5 issues of my new series, Real Life introduces you to Samantha Locklear, a war veteran who has come home to work in a desert junkyard with Mike, her constant companion, who also happens to be a gorilla. Whether or not Mike is real is up for you to decide, but that’s just page one, before the UFO crashes into their yard one night.” From the creator of Strangers in Paradise and Rachel Rising. Abstract Studio, 2017. | **$15.99** |
| **MOTOR GIRL 1 REAL LIFE Signed** | Recommended. By Terry Moore. Here is | **$16.99** |
| **MOTOR GIRL** | SC, 7x11, 168pg, b&w | **$16.99** |
| **MONSTRES** | SC, 6x11, 112pg, b&w | **$14.99** |
| **MONSTERMEN AND OTHER SCARY STORIES** | Highly Recommended. By Lewis Trondheim. Art by Nicolas Keramidas. It’s a “lost” 1965 Disney epic, deemed too wild for publication and saved only in tantalizing fragments...or is it? Serialized in the imaginary Mickey’s Quest comics from Dell in 1955, these stories introduce us on a wild ride of bizarre adventures underground, underwater, and in outer space, with Donald, Mickey and the kids. IDW, 2017. | **$14.99** |
| **MONSTERMEN** | SC, 6x11, 112pg, b&w | **$14.99** |
| **MOTOR GIRL** | SC, 8x11, 80pg, FC | **$17.99** |
REBORN BOOK ONE
Collects #1-6. Recommended. By Mark Millar. Art by Greg Capullo and Jonathan Glipton. The Miller-Capullo sell out Reborn is where. Do you go when you die? Not heaven or hell, somewhere else. It’s a new and different body! Somewhere you have to fight to survive. Somewhere the people from the past are waiting for you—the good and the bad. A very unusual story, with exceptionally sharp artwork. The hero here is a grittily looking Norse Viking in his new incarnation; the beautiful heroine is the only one here than knows the score, and she’s a Frank Cho-style knockout in her space-style suit and helmet. Image, 2017.
$24.99 $21.99

RED RANGE A Wild Western Adventure
By Joe R. Lansdale and Sam Glanzman. Afterword by Stephen R. Bissette. “The first page of RED RANGE itself begins full tilt with graphic ultraviolence as Lansdale and Glanzman plunge into a 19th century Klan lynching of a black Texas family. Abruptly in the midst of the atrocity, the Kluxers are interrupted by a mysterious rider who’s a deadly shot with both his pistols and long-range Sharps buffalo rifle. It’s the feared and hated (by the KKK, at least) Red Mask, a tough, lethal, black man who wisely keeps his identity concealed.” --Locust. And then the dinosaurs! Drew Ford, 2017.
$17.99

THE EYES OF THE CAT
Recommended. By Moebius & Jodorowsky. This is a very special graphic story, told with almost no words. It was the very first collaboration between Jodorowsky and Moebius, done purely for the love of the project and for no pay whatsoever. The original edition was distributed for free, but soon it was pirated and today they sell for 100 Euros (about $150). The story features a sightless monk and a powerful, predatory eagle flying through a deserted city. Directed by the monk, it is looking for new eyes for his brother. There are no panels, each page is a full, finely detailed drawing printed in black on striking yellow paper. Humanoids, 2016.
EYEYCH. HCW, 8x11, 60pg, FC $34.99 $29.95

BABES IN ARMS Women in Comics During The Second World War
By Trina Robbins. Art by Barbara Hall, Jill Elgin, Libby Roman and Fran Fronner. During the Golden Age, publishers offered titles supporting the war effort. Comic books featured US servicewomen fighting and gung-ho gave several of the most noteworthy women artists of the era opportunities to create stories. Short bios, original art and photos of each artist are followed by 21 complete stories. Hermes, 2012.
BABAHH. HCW, 8x10, 176pg, FC
CONAN OMNIBUS Volume 3
Ancient Gods and Sorcerers
$34.99 $21.99

DOCTOR STRANGE Sorcerer Supreme Omnibus Volume 1
DSTHH. HC, 8x11, 1064pg, FC $299.00 $269.99

GREEN HORNET OMNIBUS Volume 1
GRHH1. SC, 7x10, 392pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

MANARA LIBRARY Volume 2
El Gaucio and other stories
Recommended. By Milo Manara, with Hugo Pratt. The enthralling historical epic El Gaucio, the second of Manara’s storied collaborations with his mentor Hugo Pratt. Plus a whole series of Trial by Jury, captivating shorts in which some of history’s most notorious figures undergo a mock trial, from Helen of Troy to Oppenheimer to Nero to Attila the Hun! As a Manara fan, I’ve never before seen any of these. Dark Horse, 2017. Adult Material.
ML02. SC, 8x11, 280pg, PC $26.99 $26.99

THE EYES OF THE CAT
Recommended. By Moebius & Jodorowsky. This is a very special graphic story, told with almost no words. It was the very first collaboration between Jodorowsky and Moebius, done purely for the love of the project and for no pay whatsoever. The original edition was distributed for free, but soon it was pirated and today they sell for 100 Euros (about $150). The story features a sightless monk and a powerful, predatory eagle flying through a deserted city. Directed by the monk, it is looking for new eyes for his brother. There are no panels, each page is a full, finely detailed drawing printed in black on striking yellow paper. Humanoids, 2016.

CONNY Volume 1 & 2 Set
Five episodes, 1936-38. Highly Recommended. By Frank Godwin. Frank Godwin's Connie, produced in the 1930s for the Ledger Syndicate, was groundbreaking. A woman of action roamed the Earth and even explored space. Godwin’s masterful art drew from the pulp magazine sci-fi design of the day. Published in 2010, we were pleased to find these still available and now at an exclusive sale price. Two-book set, the first with four episodes: The Unseen Avenger, The Kimberly Curse, Race to Yucatan, and his depiction of 1930s-era sci-fi, and more surprisingly, other earth people on Venus and the moons of Saturn. Godwin’s beautiful line drawings, and then got her very own monthly title! 58 stories, all in chronological order, are from the highly collectible WWII-era tales. DC, 2017. CON01P. SC, 7x8, 160pg, b&w $29.90 $14.95

CONNIE Volume 3 & 4 Set
The Four Science Fiction Episodes, 1939. Highly Recommended. By Frank Godwin. This is the famous sci-fi sequence, where Connie and her friends blast off into space and find alien races and, more surprisingly, other earth people on Venus and the moons of Saturn. Godwin’s beautiful line drawings, and his depiction of 1930s-era sci-fi, made for a must-have collection. Two-book set with four stories: Captives of the Space Pirates, Master of the Jovian Moons, Battle for Titan and Predators of Polaria. Pacific Comics Club, 2009. CON02P. SC, 7x8, 140pg, 110pg, b&w $29.90 $14.95

TWIN EARTHS Volume 4 & 5 Set
1959-60. Highly Recommended. By Oskar Lebeck. Art by Alden McWilliams. Twin Earths is an American science fiction comic strip that ran in Sunday and daily newspapers from 1952 until 1963. The story told of another Earth, in the same orbit as our planet but on the opposite side of the sun, whose scientifically advanced civilization is 92% woman. Beautiful women! A fan favorite strip, which was handsomely collected in a long series of thick softcovers, of which these are a part. Susor, 1992-93. TWRITHP. SC, 8x11, 198pg, b&w $6.95

AIRSHIP ADVENTURES OF LITTLE NEMO
1910-11. Highly Recommended. By Alexander Braun and Brad Honnelf. Art by Winsor McCay. This book gathers all 69 of Little Nemo’s colorful airship adventures—Nemo flying to the moon, to Mars, and on a triumphant tour of major sights across the East Coast of America and Canada and beyond, including Yellowstone National Park, Niagara Falls, and New York City. Taschen, 2017. ARLN. SC, 5x8, 288pg, FC $15.00

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Ultimate Newspaper Comics Collection 1983-84 Volume 4
Two complete years! Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee. Art by Fred Kida and Floro Dery. Spider-Man crosses paths with the Sub-Mariner in an extended story unique to this series. Never before collected strips, plus a cool Intro by Bruce Canwell. IDW, 2017. ASU04H. HC, 7x10, 168pg, FC $29.99 $19.99

COMICS REVUE PRESENTS
Steve Roper AUG 2017

See our website, or inquire, for more Comics Revue.

RIP KIRBY Volume 10
1970-73. Recommended. By Fred Dickenson. Art by John Prentice. First created by Alex Raymond. More than 800 sequential comics from April 27, 1970 to January 20, 1973 from the original King Features Syndicate syndicate proofs, insuring that every daily will be sharp. Prentice continues his superb work. IDW, 2017. RK10H. HC, 11x10, 296pg, b&w $49.90 $39.99

See our website, or inquire, for more Rip Kirby.

WONDER WOMAN The Golden Age Omnibus Volume 2
Collects Wonder Woman #5-12, Sensation #5-28 and Wonder Woman #8-15, 1944-45! Highly Recommended. By William Moulton Marston. Art by Harry G. Peter. Introduction by Maggie Thompson! Wonder Woman started her career as the cover feature of Sensation Comics, co-stared on the covers of Comic Cavalcade, and then got her very own monthly title! 58 stories, all in chronological order, are from the highly collectible WWII-era tales. DC, 2017. WWGA02H. HC, 7x11, 768pg, FC $76.99 $65.00


See our website, or inquire, for more Comics Revue.

RIP KIRBY Volume 10
1970-73. Recommended. By Fred Dickenson. Art by John Prentice. First created by Alex Raymond. More than 800 sequential comics from April 27, 1970 to January 20, 1973 from the original King Features Syndicate syndicate proofs, insuring that every daily will be sharp. Prentice continues his superb work. IDW, 2017. RK10H. HC, 11x10, 296pg, b&w $49.90 $39.99

See our website, or inquire, for more Rip Kirby.

WONDER WOMAN By Greg Rucka Volume 2
Collects Wonder Woman #206-217, 2004-05. By Greg Rucka. Art by J.G. Jones and Drew Johnson. The aftermath of Wonder Woman’s island home brings tragedy to Princess Diana’s closest friends, and a reborn threat from ancient myth threatens the world in this second collection Of the Eisner Award-winning author Greg Rucka’s critically acclaimed debut at the helm of the Amazon’s adventures! DC, 2017. WWGR02. SC, 7x10, 320pg, FC $29.99 $26.99


New Comic Strip Collections
AIRSHIP ADVENTURES OF LITTLE NEMO
1910-11. Highly Recommended. By Alexander Braun and Brad Honnelf. Art by Winsor McCay. This book gathers all 69 of Little Nemo’s colorful airship adventures—Nemo flying to the moon, to Mars, and on a triumphant tour of major sights across the East Coast of America and Canada and beyond, including Yellowstone National Park, Niagara Falls, and New York City. Taschen, 2017. ARLN. SC, 5x8, 288pg, FC $15.00

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Ultimate Newspaper Comics Collection 1983-84 Volume 4
Two complete years! Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee. Art by Fred Kida and Floro Dery. Spider-Man crosses paths with the Sub-Mariner in an extended story unique to this series. Never before collected strips, plus a cool Intro by Bruce Canwell. IDW, 2017. ASU04H. HC, 7x10, 168pg, FC $29.99 $19.99

CONNY Volume 1 & 2 Set
Five episodes, 1936-38. Highly Recommended. By Frank Godwin. Frank Godwin’s Connie, produced in the 1930s for the Ledger Syndicate, was groundbreaking. A woman of action roamed the Earth and even explored space. Godwin’s masterful art drew from the pulp magazine sci-fi design of the day. Published in 2010, we were pleased to find these still available and now at an exclusive sale price. Two-book set, the first with four episodes: The Unseen Avenger, The Kimberly Curse, Race to Yucatan, and Death In Stone, and the second with one long story, The Menace of Mo Tung. Pacific Comics Club, 2010. CON01P. SC, 7x8, 160pg, b&w $29.90 $14.95

CONNY Volume 3 & 4 Set
The Four Science Fiction Episodes, 1939. Highly Recommended. By Frank Godwin. This is the famous sci-fi sequence, where Connie and her friends blast off into space and find alien races and, more surprisingly, other earth people on Venus and the moons of Saturn. Godwin’s beautiful line drawings, and his depiction of 1930s-era sci-fi, made for a must-have collection. Two-book set with four stories: Captives of the Space Pirates, Master of the Jovian Moons, Battle for Titan and Predators of Polaria. Pacific Comics Club, 2009. CON02P. SC, 7x8, 140pg, 110pg, b&w $29.90 $14.95

TWIN EARTHS Volume 4 & 5 Set
1959-60. Highly Recommended. By Oskar Lebeck. Art by Alden McWilliams. Twin Earths is an American science fiction comic strip that ran in Sunday and daily newspapers from 1952 until 1963. The story told of another Earth, in the same orbit as our planet but on the opposite side of the sun, whose scientifically advanced civilization is 92% woman. Beautiful women! A fan favorite strip, which was handsomely collected in a long series of thick softcovers, of which these are a part. Susor, 1992-93. TWRITHP. SC, 8x11, 198pg, b&w $6.95
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New Comic Reference

COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE 47th Edition 2017-18 Batman Cover art by Jim Steranko. Highly Recommended. By Bob Overstreet et al. The Bible of serious collectors, dealers, and enthusiasts since 1970. One of the most influential comic book artists ever, Jim Steranko, brings us new cover art and a new nicely illustrated interview. More special features: Interview with CBCS’s Steve Boro; CGC, how it has grown and how it works; the strange story of the IW/Supercrprints; The R. F. Outcault Legacy; Anniversary celebrations of Black Canary, DC, and more. Gemstone, 2017. CB478B. SC, 7x10, PC $29.95 $25.95

COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE 47th Edition 2017-18 Batman Hardcover Gemstone, 2017. CB478BH. HCW, 7x10, PC $66.95 $29.95

THE BIG BIG COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE 47th Edition 2017-18 Highly Recommended. By Bob Overstreet et al. Art by Billy Tucci (Shi, Sgt. Rock: The Lost Battalion) indulges his humorous side with the first-ever Overstreet cover featuring The Tick Created for comic book dealers, serious collectors and historians, this is an oversized, limited edition of the Overstreet Guide which only includes the pricing sections and the lists of top comics—but using larger size type, and in a spiral bound, lay-flat binding. Gemstone, 2017. Big47. Wirebound, 9x11, 800pg, Text/PC $47.50 $42.50

KIRBY KING OF COMICS (Anniversary Edition) Highly Recommended. Introduction by Neil Gaiman. Star, writer, and artist over every comic that was different about comic books began in the 1940s on the drawing table of Jack Kirby. This is his story by one who knew him well—Mark Evanier. Originally issued in 2008, Kirby: King of Comics was the first overview of the legendary comic book creator’s career. It is now available in a smaller, more affordable package, revised and expanded for Kirby’s centennial. Abrams Comicarts, 2017. KIRKC. SC, 7x10, 240pg, PC $24.99

THE MANY LIVES OF CATWOMAN The Felonious History of a Feline Fatale Recommended. By Tim Hanley. For more than 75 years, Catwoman has forged her own path in a cut-and-cut world of stalwart heroes, diabolical villains and damsels in distress. Sometimes a thief, sometimes a vigilante, the mercurial Catwoman gleefully defies classification. Her relentless independence across comic books, television and film appearances set her apart from the rest of the superhero world. Chicago Review Press, 2017. MANLC. SC, 6x9, 255pg, Text/PC $16.99

VALERIAN THE ILLUSTRATED TREASURY The Universe of Valerian and Laureline. Highly Recommended. By Pierre Christin. Art by Jean-Claude Mézières. Discover the universe of the original Valerian and Laureline! Information on key locations, transport, galactic anomalies and a timeline of the major events, all richly illustrated. Plus the alien races and characters, friendly and hostile, as well as a special section on the ever-popular Shingouz. Titan, 2017. VALITH. HCW, 9x11, 93pg, FC $24.99 $29.95

COMPLETE COLLECTION Vol 1, Vol 2 (Books #3-5), Vol 3 (Books #6-8). VAL01H, 02H, 03H. ea: $26.95 $26.99 Ambassador of the Shadows: Book Six upon which the film is based. AMBSH. $19.95

New Pulps & Pulp Fiction

DIGEST ENTHUSIAST Volume 1 January 2015. Recommended. Interviews with Phyllis Galde (Fate magazine), Gordon Van Gelder (Fantasy and Science Fiction) and Matthew Turcotte (Archie digest collector), and more. Also a special section on Galaxy Science Fiction, the girlie digests of Myron Fass, 1950s newspaper/crime digest The Big Story, fiction by Lesann Berry, Richard Krauss and Joe Wehrle, Jr.; reviews of Fate #725, Rob Imes’ outstanding coverage of the entire history of digests, and more. Larque Press, 2015. DIGE01. SC, 5x8, 116pg, Text/b&w $10.00

DIGEST ENTHUSIAST Volume 2 June 2015. Recommended. Explore the world of digest magazines. Interviews with Steve Darnall (Nostalgia Digest, Those Were the Days, Radio’s Golden Age), Gary Lovisi (Grphon Books, Paperback Parade) and Robert Lopresti (Alfred Hitchcock and Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazines, Mike Shayne); articles on Borderline (James Dean & Vampira), The Mysterious Traveler Magazine (Robert Arthur & David Kogan), and more. Larque Press, 2015. DIGE02. SC, 5x8, 152pg, Text/b&w $10.00

DIGEST ENTHUSIAST Volume 3 January 2016. Recommended. Edited by Richard Krauss. Includes nearly 100 cover images. Interview with Heather Jacobs (Big Fiction); profile of Timothy Green Beckley (Fate, Beyond, etc.); articles on Beyond, Super-Science Fiction, Diabolik, Dashiell Hammett digests, Gunsmoke, Dope Fiends trading cards; fiction by Ron Fortier, Gary Lovisi, Joe Wehrle Jr., and more. Larque Press, 2016. DIGE03. SC, 5x8, 150pg, Text/b&w $10.00


DIGEST ENTHUSIAST Volume 6 June 2017. Recommended. Edited by Richard Krauss. Interviews with Alfred Hitchcock’s Mystery Magazine’s B.K. Stevens and Analog/Asimov’s Edd Wick; articles on Manhunt, Intruder, Fate, A Date with Aloisia; Hothouse series in F&SF; Bob Hope’s They Got Me Covered; International SF; reviews of Digest Dolls and Weirdbook #34; and fiction from Lesann Berry, Alec Cizak, and more. Includes over 75 cover images. Larque Press, 2017. DIGE06. SC, 5x8, 150pg, Text/b&w $10.00
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Death Diamonds and Crime's Stronghold. Recommended.

THE SHADOW #119

SC, 5x8, 166pg, Text/b&w illustrations. Altus, 2017.

air pulp adventure, complete with the original b&w interior war scheme was the enemy preparing behind it? Classic early deadly, that curtain of purple gas stretched along our border From September, 1934.

By Robert Sidney Bowen. Thick,
The Purple Tornado

DUSTY AYRES AND HIS BATTLE BIRDS #3

See our website, or inquire, for more of The Shadow.

DC DESIGNER SERIES WONDER WOMAN By Adam Hughes Statue

Designed by Adam Hughes. Sculpted by Jack Mathews. Wonder Woman takes her lasso in hand in this new Designer Series statue envisioned by Eisner Award-winning artist Adam Hughes, who swank has appeared on so many issues of Wonder Woman. DC, 2017.

DCDWH. 12” tall, FC $130.00

HARLEY QUINN RED WHITE & BLACK Statue By Terry Dodson Limited & numbered, 5000! Recommended. It’s Harley on a stick! Our cute gal is captured mid leap, complete with her cool oversized handgun, and in her classic costume. Terry Dodson is one of our favorite good-girl artists and here is his perfectly captured Harley Quinn. The sculpted base boasts her name in red white and black, and underneath it’s numbered from 5000. Handsome full color box. DC, 2017.

HARRWBT. 7” tall, Tritone $80.00

DC DESIGNER SERIES HARLEY QUINN Statue:

Limited, 5200. DCDHQ. 12.75” tall, FC $130.00

LITTLE MINXIES KABUKI Statue Numbered, 500! Recommended. By David Mack and Clayburn Moore. David Mack’s beautiful assassin Kabuki is captivatingly coy. It’s a sweetly sexy pinup interpretation of the dark and moody ninja warrior. Standing 8 inches tall, Kabuki not-so-carefully hides her sickle behind her back as she entices you near with her enchanting “come hither” eyes. For an affordable price, this limited edition (just 500, each one numbered!) cold-cast porcelain statueette is a must for Kabuki and pin-up fans everywhere! Full color illustrated box. DC, 2017.

LMKAB. 8” tall, FC $49.95

See Little Minxies Sinful Suzie Statue on page 34.

FRAZETTA ERB Poster Set Moon Maid, Sun Goddess, Savage Pellucidar Highly Recommended. By Frank Frazetta. Here are three paintings based on the works of Edgar Rice Burroughs: A naked Moon Girl with a gold- en crown rides on the back of a swarthy bestial centaur; Savage Pellucidar features a near-naked warrior woman, spear in hand, crouching with a pensive look alongside a growling saber-tooth tiger; the Sun Goddess spreads her arms skyward alongside another threatening saber-tooth. Frazetta Girls.

FRE01P. 3 prints, 16x20 to 18x23, $46.00 $29.95

FRAZETTA GIRLS Poster Set #2 Sea Witch, Ghoul Queen, Egyptian Queen Highly Recommended. Three iconic images: Sea Queen casting a spell over the tumultuous waves; Egyptian Queen, a voluptuous beauty pressed against a stunning marbled column; a toopless beauty clutching a bloody axe surrounded by demented, cruel beasts. Frazetta Girls.

FRG02P. 3 prints, 15x23 to 17x22, FC $46.00 $29.95

VOYAGE TO THE PLANET OF PREHISTORIC WOMEN DVD

Originally release 1968. Directed by Peter Bogdanovich. With Mamie Van Doren, Mary Marr, Paige Lee. After the collision of a meteor and subsequent explosion of a rocket sent to Venus, astronauts Kern and Sherman with the robot John are launched to investigate. They are attacked by a flying reptile, which they kill, without knowing that it is worshipped and considered a God by the Venusian women. Dub3 & Comcs Price Guide, 2016.

VOYP. DVD, 76 min, 1 disc, FC $12.95

NEW PIN-UP & EROTIC ART


RAPTD. SC, 9x11, 66pg, b&w $29.95

THE SWEETNESS, BADASS Signed & limited, 1,000! SWES, BADD. ea: $29.95

CaveWoman Starship Blish #1 Nude Cover Art & story by Devon Massey. Cover by Budd Root. Nicely colored, voluptuous cover of a toopless Meriem, arms crossed, supporting her abundant assets. Quite nice! Inside Devon Massey offers up a parody on Star Trek, where the starship Blish lands and encounters our girl Meriem. And Carrie, the sexy friend of CaveCwman, is apparently dead and about to be buried...but it turns out she’s not what she seems to be, and it all ties back to the starship Blish. Oy, oy! Tons of gratuitous nudity, so what else is new! Amryl, 2017. Adult Material.

CAVSB01N. Comic, 6x10, 24pg, b&w $12.00

See Just Arrived on page 38 for the hardcover.
**BETTIE PAGE #1 Set**

**BP01P**. SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC $15.99

**BETTIE PAGE #2 Set**
By David Avallone. Art by Colton Worley. Bettie takes on Hollywood as the B-Movie Queen of the Space Commissies! Bettie gets in over her head with the shadowy Sky Science cult! Bettie unleashes chaos at the Griffith Park Observatory! This set contains three of the exact same comic inside, but with different cover images: a color photo of Bettie, and drawn images by Joseph Michael Linsner and Scott Chantler. Dynamite, 2017.

**BP02P**. SC, 7x10, 32pg ea, FC $11.99

**BETTIE PAGE #1 Black Bag Edition**

**BP01V**. SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC $12.00

**BETTIE PAGE DARK HORSE Playing Cards**
Recommended. Mature Readers.

**BPWC**. 3x4, 54 cards, FC $5.95

**BETTIE PAGE Queen of Hearts: Highly Recommended. Mature Readers.**

**BPQUEEN**. SC, 9x12, 92pg, FC $19.95

---

**GRIMM FAIRY TALES 2017 Swimsuit Special**

**GRFS17**. SC, 7x10, 40pg, FC $5.95

---

**ZENESCOPE’S ART OF COSPLAY**
Recommended. 96 illustrations by the best artists in the business depicting Zenescope’s heroes and villains cosplaying various pop culture icons. Cosplay is the art of dressing in costume at conventions. In this case, it’s drawings instead of photos, with curious new perspectives. Artist Jaime Tyndall is one of the standouts here, with quite a few highly detailed pieces. Zenescope, 2017.

**Mature Readers.**

**ARTCOH**. HCW, 9x12, 96pg, FC $34.06 $29.95

---

**QUEENS The Pin-up Art of Lorenzo Sperlonga Hearts/Spades Hardcover Signed**
Signed! Lorenzo’s latest provocative creations, never published before. A beautifully printed double orientation book that opens both ways! There is a great attention to his creative process, including sketches and preliminaries, lots of full nudes, naked super hero ladies, kinky pin-up queens, even some model photos and commentary by the artist. One chapter is dedicated to his oil paintings. Occasionally explicit. Lorenzo Sperlonga, 2017.

**QUEES.**

**HC**. 9x12, 120pg, FC $39.95

**QUEENS The Pin-up Art of Lorenzo Sperlonga Hearts/Spades Signed**

**Mature Readers.**

**QUEES.**

**STEAMPUNK DOLLS AND FEMALES FATALES: Signed by Lorenzo Sperlonga and his wife, model Anastasia Pierce. Recommended. Mature Readers.**

**STPS.**

**$29.95

---

**BELGIAN LACE FROM HELL The Mythology of S Clay Wilson Volume 3**
1990-2017. Edited by Patrick Rosenkranz. The third and final volume in this impressive series. This includes all his work from Zap Comix #12 through #15; stories published in the horror anthology Taboo; the three appearances of his outrageous, race-bending character Meadows from Weirdo; illustrations for Grimm and Andersen fairy tales; as well as book jackets and album covers. Plus, dozens of privately commissioned paintings with his best-known characters. And finally, the inside story of his outrageous partying life and his tragic accident in 2008 that ended his career. Fantagraphics, 2017.

**PHO03H.** HC, 8x11, 224pg, b&w $44.99 $29.99

Vol 1 Pirates in the Heartland, Vol 2 Demons & Angels: **PHO01H, 02H.** ea: $34.99 $29.99

---

**YUMMY The Good Girl Art of Matt Dixon Recommended.** No nudity here, but lots of pretty ladies who have a lot on display and are not shy about displaying it. Dixon loves genre ladies, fairy tale characters, witches, a startling fairy, spear-wielding girls, several girls with monster buddies, a pirate girl, a space girl in a skintight costume, a green alien lady, an Indiana Jones type, two mermaids, one with tentacles instead of fins. And some nicely serious portraits of darker ladies, showing Dixon’s skill as a serious artist. It’s a fun collection, mostly good clean fun but sometimes with a serious twist of fantasy horror. SQP, 2017.

**Mature Readers.**

**YUMDI.** SC, 9x12, 48pg, FC $14.95

**YUMMY The Good Girl Art of Matt Dixon Deluxe Signed**
With bonus 7x10 color print, signed & numbered from 1001 Recommended. SQP, 2017.

**Mature Readers.**

**YUMDIR.** SC, 9x12, 48pg, FC $24.95
KINKY SUPER BEAUTIES
By Holly Randall. Holly Randall’s newest collection takes the classic nude to even greater dimensions. Her models are not only beautiful, but extremely open and uninhibited, erotic photography that will keep you company when other avenues are no longer available. Each model begins with some semblence of clothing, but at the end of several pages, she’s not only naked but exposing herself like there is no tomorrow. Explicit, but also the models are very attractive, young and nubile. Lots of outdoor settings, Euro feel. Goliath, 2017.

NEWER EROTIC PHOTOGRAPHY
By Leonardo Glauso. Italian fashion photographer Leonardo Glauso has captured these natural beauties in a cross between a nude fashion shoot and private snapshots. Beautiful, sexy—simply erotic. Glauso’s photography speaks far from moral norms—his models stand for freedom of sexual expression. In short: stylishly independent, erotic, unbelievably beautiful, loaded with sensuality. Spontaneous shots, closeups, unusual poses, sometimes with a hand reaching in and grabbing or touching… Lots of full breasts and sultry, come-hither looks. Goliath, 2017.

NEW ADULT DVDS

A TOUCH OF GENIE BLU-RAY & DVD
Directed by Joe Sano. With Tina Russell, Lynm Stevens, Harry Reems et al. Blue-Ray/DVD combo. Melvin (Douglas Stone) lives a boring life, running an antique shop and sneaking off to 42nd Street to watch dirty movies, while dreaming that he too may some day seduce Tina Russell. But one afternoon, he finds a strange old urn that un

LAURE The Uncensored Erotic Odyssey DVD

LAUNA. DVD, 91 min, 1 disc, FC

LITTLE BLUE BOX DVD
Directed by Arlo Schiffin. John (John Leslie), a faithful husband and “writer with imagination,” is disappointed with his wife (Jennifer Welles, in one of two roles). One day, “Ms. Azure,” also played by Welles, knocks on John’s door and tries to sell him a “Little Blue Box.” This box is an adult home-movie system that can show him anything his heart desires. Impulse Pictures, 2016.

MATINEE IDOL DVD
Directed by Henri Pachard. A hardcore romantic comedy, which co-stars Colleen Brennan, Kay Parker, Tig, Angel. Erotic film stars Lance Hardy and Linda Hand (John Leslie and Jessie St. James respectively) have hit the breaking point in both their careers and their off screen relationship. Egos and sexual exploits are all around when it is time to film Matinee Idol. Lance ends up after the casting director’s boxum secretary right on the casting directors’ table. Vinegar Syndrome, 2017. Adult Material.

NEVER SLEEP ALONE DVD
Directed by Kemal Horula. John Leslie and Tina Marie star as Dan and Lisa Alexander, a couple whose marriage has been put in jeopardy thanks to disagreements over what counts for infidelity. As the sordid details of their debauched lives unfold in court, we learn of the many lust-filled adventures they experienced. Unabashed hedonism. Vinegar Syndrome, 2017. Adult Material.

PEEKARAMA DVDS
Afternoon Delights & Slave of Pleasure

Pleasure Maze & Lovers Lane DVD

PLEASING BIB ZOOG & LONDE DVD
BORIS VALLEJO & JULIE BELL
Fantasy
Highly Recommended. By Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell. Thirteen vivid, all-new paintings by the husband-and-wife team of Boris Vallejo, and Julie Bell. Allow yourself to fall headfirst into an extraordinary, imaginative world of surreal, dreamy landscapes. Workman. BVJB18. $14.99

SCI-FI ART OF VIRGIL FINLAY
Bargain-priced! Highly Recommended. By Virgil Finlay. Love it! The first new Finlay Calendar since, what, 1950 or something! Here is some of his finest work, well-reproduced to enjoy every detail. This is going to be one of our very favorite calendars this year. Flame Tree. SVF18. b&w $11.99

FRACTAL COSMOS
Mathematical Art of Alice Kelley
Highly Recommended. By Alice Kelley. One of our most popular calendars, year after year. Fractals are the visual depictions of mathematical equations— which, in fact, describe natural phenomena abstract fractal shapes. Beautiful fascinating images. Amber Lotus. FRA18. $14.99

WOMEN OF MYTH AND MAGIC
Kinuko Y. Craft
Our Highest Recommendation. One of our very favorite calendars. From mythical archetypes to historical figures, women have inspired great literature, Craft presents twelve opulent and richly detailed portraits of enchantresses, goddesses, brave warriors, and fairy-tale princesses. Amber Lotus. WOME18. $14.99

ART OF DANIEL MERRIAM
Recommended. Daniel Merriam’s surreal artworks combine a romantic Victorian sensibility with a dreamlike imagination. Wondrous designs of houses, statues and other highly original structures, part of a fantasy world unlike any other. His colors are also warm and brilliant. Pomegranate. ADM18. $14.99

ARTHUR RACKHAM
One of the leading illustrators from the “Golden Age” of British book illustration. Full color, favorite plates from books such as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Goblin Market, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, as well as fairy tale pieces and Siegfried and The Twilight of the Gods. Flame Tree. AR18. $11.99

CHILDREN’S BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Recommended. From 1890 to 1925 in England and in the U.S., Artists such as Kay Nielsen, Arthur Rackham and Edmund Dulac designed the most fantastical, beautiful drawings to enhance stories that still enchant. Here is a sampling of that fine work, a wide variety month by month. Catch. CB18. $14.95

THE FANTASY ART OF FRAZETTA
Recommended. We’re so glad the annual delight of a new Frazetta calendar is back. Frank Frazetta’s paintings of full-figured heroines and wicked beasts have shaped generations of artists. This calendar is a collection of Frazetta’s classic masterpieces. Sellers. FRAZ18. $14.99

THE FANTASY ART OF LUIS ROYO
Recommended. Spanish artist Luis Royo is one of the most popular and prolific fantasy illustrators in the world today. The stunning images featured in this calendar are from from the Malefic Times series of books, of bold beautiful, and mysterious women. Sellers. LR18. $14.99

SURREALSCAPES
The Fantasy Art of Jacek Yerka
Recommended. Polish born artist Jacek Yerka has created a style completely his own, combining a unique European perspective and imagination with traditional Flemish techniques. Mind-bending, dreamlike landscapes seem both realistic and surreal. Sellers. SF18. $14.99

ECHO CHERNIK MUSE Signed
By Echo Chernik. Echo Chernik’s Art Nouveau calendar Echo Muse 2018 features one of her most familiar models: Meghan Perkins. In sensual and near-nude illustrations, this calendar offers Art Nouveau style with modern sensibilities. And in a unique very tall format, which makes each page a small poster. Echo-X. EC18. 9x13 $23.95

CTHULHU
Recommended. Appearing in several of H.P. Lovecraft’s works, kraken-like Cthulhu is a monster that has fed imaginations and terrified generations; now other writers have embraced him as the ultimate Elder God and evil creature. This cool calendar features 12 artistic impressions—paintings—of the iconic figure. Flame Tree. CTH18. $11.99

All calendars are 12x12, 24 pg, in full color unless noted otherwise
PULP ATTACK
Classic collection of twelve historical film posters and book covers from the infamous age of cheaply printed fiction. It’s all about the sexy ladies here, strutting their stuff and enticing men into their clutches. What’s not to like? Includes all major international holidays. Tushita.

PULP18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

2018 Calendars

DC COMICS Day-At-A-Time
Find all of your favorite DC Comics characters like Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and The Flash exactly as they appeared on the comic book covers, splash pages and panels of old. More than 300 images, full-color, page-a-day designs (Saturday/Sunday combined) with a sturdy, self-standing easel. 365 days. Trends Int’l.

DCC18. 365pg, FC $14.99

BATMAN
16-Month calendar. Dark Knight or Caped Crusader. Batman is complicated whether you know him from the blockbuster movies, TV shows, video games, cartoons, or comics. Includes the last four months of 2017, features the man, the myth, and the legend, printed on paper certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. Trends Int’l.

BAT18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

JUSTICE LEAGUE
16-Month calendar. Recommended. Behind a slick painted cover with four of our heroes, you will find all seven of the super squad: Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Flash, Aquaman, and Cyborg. These heroes are all still human at heart, though, and need space to write in their important engagements. Trends Int’l.

JL18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

WONDER WOMAN (MOVIE)
16-Month calendar. Recommended. Before she was Wonder Woman, Diana (Gal Gadot) was princess of the Amazons. When a pilot (Chris Pine) crash-lands on her island, she decides to fight alongside him in the war to end all wars in the Wonder Woman movie. Images from the film on each page. Trends.

WW18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

VINTAGE DC COMICS
Recommended. The Golden Age and the Silver Age meet here, with iconic images from a handsome selection of top-notch Golden Age comics covers. A collector’s edition of Vintage DC Comic covers—take a nostalgic journey to the past. Each picture is perforated and removable to do second duty as a print. Asgard.

VID18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

VINTAGE SCI-FI
Recommended. One of our best-sellers every year. It’s all pulps here, with wonderful covers from the Golden Age of Science Fiction--1940s and 1950s--that capture the explosion of creativity that took place in America during the pulp era. 12 archival-quality images easily removable and then displayed as a print. Asgard.

VINS18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

VINTAGE DC COMICS BATMAN
Recommended. Golden Age Batman cover art. Classic works by Bob Kane, Jerry Robinson and others, including his best-known villains. The bat-cyle on the cover, coming through a flaming image, is typical of the cool work here. The image for each month is perforated and easily removable to fit any standard 9x12 inch frame. DC.

VINB18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

VINTAGE DC COMICS SUPERMAN
Recommended. Rarely seen Golden Age Superman cover art, from his own title, Action Comics and those wonderful World’s Finest covers with Batman and Robin. Eco-friendly calendar are made using sustainable materials. The image for each month is easily removed to fit any standard 9x12 inch frame. Asgard.

VIDS18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

VINTAGE WONDER WOMAN
Recommended. This is the seminal period for Wonder Woman, and many of these covers are just amazing, iconic works. They often had little to do with the story inside, but like Superman covers, featured WW doing her thing. Then later super-villains began to appear and reappear, and here you’ll find the earliest foes. Asgard.

VINW18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

SCI-FI

SC18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95

FAVOURITE FAIRY TALES
Jennie Harbour

FF18. Wirebound, 18x12, 2-color $19.95

Just Arrived

SCIENCE FICTION FILM POSTERS
Recommended. Vintage movie posters from one of the most popular genres of the past century. Includes images from such iconic sci-fi films as Forbidden Planet, Star Trek, Star Wars, Alien, E.T., and many more. The hardest genre to come by, these posters are a must for the serious collector.

SFC18. Wirebound, 9x13 $18.95
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**PIN-UP GIRLS GIL ELVGREN**  
Recommended. Gil Elvgren’s delightfully daring pinups—13 of his leading ladies caught in some rather precarious situations. At once naughty and nice, these take you back to a time when soft curls, bold curves, and unabashed femininity were in demand and on display. Spend a playful year with each one of these gorgeous gals. Orange Circle. PIG18. $14.99

**PIN-UP HISTORY**  
This offers a fun journey through the history of Pin Ups from the golden 1920’s to the wild 1950’s. Includes iconic sexy images by Gil Elvgren and others. Includes holidays. Tushita. P18. $14.95

**PIN-UPS**  
Highly Recommended. Instead of paintings by Elvgren and Petty, here are REAL ladies from the same time, the 1940s to the 1950s. Just like they were posing for Vargas and others, they are smiling, voluptuous, sultry, and in period settings, with classic hair styles and, occasionally, nylons or lingerie. We like this. Catch. PINU18. $14.95

**ART OF THE PIN-UP**  
She’s risque but never explicit. She’s flirtatious but fiercely independent. She’s erotic but just be the girl next door, on a VERY good day! She’s the Pin-Up girl, an all-natural sweetheart created to win the adoration of men across the country. Gil Elvgren cover. Catch. Mature Viewers. APU18. $14.95

**VINTAGE BURLESQUE**  
Featuring cabaret costumes, scantily clad chorus girls and burlesque dancers, this calendar showcases the best performers involved in the burlesque scene from the mid-twentieth century to the 1960s. No nudity, but close… pasties, bare backs and legs, filmy dresses. A caption accompanies each photo. Flame Tree. VB18. 12x12, 24pg, b&w $11.99

**GREG HILDEBRANDT**  
AMERICAN BEAUTIES  
Recommended. World renowned artist Greg Hildebrandt, known for his Lord of the Rings Calendars, has created over 75 original pin-up paintings as part of his American Beauties series. Entirely new images both fun and sexy. Vintage pinup with American themes. Zebra. Mature Readers. GH18. $14.99

**THE ART OF OLIVIA FEATURING BETTIE PAGE**  
Highly Recommended. By Olivia De Berardinis. 25 elegant paintings from the world’s most renowned pin-up artist, Olivia De Berardinis. This features Bettie Page in a variety of sexy poses supported by models such as Dita Von Teese, Masuimi Max, Heather Kozar, and others. Ozone. Mature Readers. OLI18. $14.99

**SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SWIMSUIT**  

**SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SWIMSUIT Day-at-a-Time**  
Recommended. Every day you are treated to a new beautiful, young, and "innocent" lady. All in sexy swimsuits, occasionally topless but with nipples discreetly hidden, nothing explicit. But the girls are fabulous and the settings, all exotic. Just over 300 sexy but taste-ful images. Trends International. SISP18. 6x5, 365pg $14.99

**NAKED**  
16-Month calendar. Recommended. Artful, B&W erotic photography featuring the entirely nude female body. It’s all about the pose here, with girls stretching, lying on the ground with legs up, leaning back, backs curved, in dynamic and yet strangely restful poses. They are relaxed and comfortable. Observes Major Holidays. Tushita. Adult Material NAK18. b&w $14.95

**DERRIERES**  
16-Month calendar. Recommended. B&W erotic photography of beautiful female bottoms. Every month a woman poses in a provocative way to show the gorgeous shape of her bottom, often in lingerie or wearing nylons. But mostly it’s all about exposure and little is left to the imagination. Nothing explicit, quite artful. Tushita. Mature Readers. DER18. b&w $14.95

**LINGERIE**  
Our other lingerie calendar for the year presents entirely different images. Tasteful full color photography, lots of nylons and frilly little underthings, with more emphasis on the surroundings… beds, curtains, open windows, mirrors, bold poses in a double-doorway. Thirteen color images. Avonside. Mature Readers. LING18. $14.99
LINGERIE PROVOCATIVE
16-Month calendar. High art black and white erotic photography featuring the female body in lingerie. Very classy and well done. Many close-ups. Tushita. Mature Viewers. LP18. 12x12, 24pg, b&w $14.95

LINGERIE By Johnny Crosslin
The world’s most beautiful women in very intimate attire. It is no wonder that this calendar is a top seller year after year. Twelve months of specially selected models wearing the finest lingerie; busty, tanned ladies with long hair, and long legs. No nudity, but everything close and maybe even sexier than nude! Zebra. Mature Readers. LIN18. $14.99

FARMER’S DAUGHTER
Photography by Johnny Crosslin. Whoever said that life on the farm is all work and no play has never laid eyes on the beautiful gals here. Sexy and not so sweet, farmers’ daughters are never as innocent as they look. Always fun, sometimes as silly as it is sexy! No full nudity, but as suggestive as you can get. Steamy! Zebra. Mature Readers. FD18. $14.99

HOT BUNS
By Gus Tomasino. Less artistic and more up front and candid. But oh my, are these well-rounded perfect bottoms...that’s all you see, pictures are from torso to thighs only. Everyone’s in a thong, but that hides only the x-rated details, which is not what this one’s about. It’s bottoms only, and in that it gets a 10. Zebra. Mature Readers. HOT18. $14.99

HOT NUDE GIRLS
his calendar contains fully nude beautiful women from the pages of Mystique Magazine, but is not quite as revealing as the X-Posed calendar. Models seen in Mystique, Playboy, Penthouse, Maxim, Sports Illustrated, et al. The calendar features top American, Canadian and European models barring it all. Sirens. Adult Material. HNG18. $19.95

MYSTIQUE X-POSED
Mystique X-posed is one of the most popular nude calendars in the world. Sexy women, and no bikinis or swimsuits here! Models featured: Michelle, Joanna, Bailey, Luana, Victoria, Shamron, Rebecca, Zdenka, Modella, Michelle, Kristy, Tailor and Lindy. Sirens. Adult Material. MY18. $19.95

SIMPLY NUDE GIRLS
Photographed by world renowned Mark Daughn, these are the stunning women that millions of men adore in Mystique Magazine, as well as in Playboy and on the internet. Models include Tailor, Sophia, Jennifer, Nicole, Modella, Vivian, Luana, Eufrat, Jasmine, Roxi, Linda, Carlotta, and Livia. Sirens. Adult Material. SNG18. $19.95

BIG BOOB GIRLS XPOSED
If you love large breasts, this just may be the calendar for your wall. Hot nude ladies from Hollywood, bustier and may be just a bit more seriously voluptuous than the girls you’d find on the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Calendar. As one of the hot girls herself, photographer Raquel developed her skills in front of the camera. Zebra. Mature Readers. BBG18. $19.95

THE HOT LIST
The 12 Sexiest Hotties
By Raquel Rischar. The 12 hottest models in Hollywood, busier and may be just a bit more seriously voluptuous than the girls you’d find on the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Calendar. As one of the hot girls herself, photographer Raquel developed her skills in front of the camera. Zebra. Mature Readers. HL18. $14.99

RARE BOOKS!
We are now listing one-of-a-kind, rare, long out of print books coming from our sister business, Bud Plant & Hutchison Books. We will list them first on our website. Any that are still available after two weeks will appear in the Print Newsletter if we have enough to fill pages. Contact us if you wish to subscribe. We only have ONE COPY of the majority of these; occasionally we might have a second or third copy. It isn’t practical to include these in the catalog, so the newsletter is the one-and-only time they will appear in print. You can check on our website, under the new Rare and Out of Print category, to find out if a book is still in stock, and to view ALL books available, including the newest additions. If there is anything in particular that you are looking for, I encourage you to contact us and ask, or contact my partner Anne Hutchison at 530-273-9762 or email her at bpandhbooks@mac.com.
ALEX TOTH’S THE CASE OF THE CURIOUS CLASSIC Artist’s Edition Portfolio
Recommended. Alex Toth is considered to be one of the finest storytellers in the history of comics, and The Case of the Curious Classic is one of his absolute best. It is also one of the very few stories Toth both wrote and drew. Now this Curious Classic is being presented as an Artist’s Edition Portfolio, a fitting tribute to one of the forms’ finest creators! IDW, 2017. Due Nov.
ATCAEH. HCW, 12x17, 16pg, b&w $39.99

ART OF HARLEY QUINN
Highly Recommended. Packed with the most iconic covers and panels in Harley Quinn history, this is the ultimate visual guide to one of the most beloved villains in comic books today. She was the single best part of the recent Suicide Squad film. Here is the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the evolution of the character through exclusive interviews with the writers and artists who created her. Insight, 2017. ARTQH. HCW, 11x14, 184pg, FC $55.00

ARTHUR SZYK SOLDIER IN ART
Recommended. By Irvin Unger. Illustrated essays and extensive plates section covering all the subject areas, periods, and styles in which Arthur Szyk worked, plus a timeline of the artist’s life, exhibition history, and bibliography and resources. Essays by scholars Irvin Unger, Michael Berenbaum, Tom L. Freudenheim, and James Kettlewell. Irvin Unger & D. Giles LTD, 2017. Due Nov. ARSZ, SC, 240pg $40.00

ARTHUR SZYK SOLDIER IN ART Hardcover
Recommended. By Irvin Unger. Irvin Unger & D. Giles LTD, 2017. Due Nov. ARSZH. HC, 240pg, FC $55.00

BERNIE WRIGHTSON Art and Designs For The Gang of Seven Animation Studio
This new in-depth monograph utilizes the archives of the Seven Animation Studio and features concept drawings, model sheets, and hundreds of designs for projects including Biker Mice From Mars, The Juice, and Freak Show. All of the artwork in this book has been scanned directly from the original artwork so fans can savor Wrightson’s genius up close and personal. Hermes, 2017. Due Sept. BWADH. HCW, 8x11, 240pg, FC $150.00

BERNIE WRIGHTSON Artifact Edition Cover A
Recommended. Bernie Wrightson began his career in the late 1960s, just barely out of his teens, and within a decade rose to prominence as the preeminent horror artist of his generation. This loving tribute to comics’ Master of the Macabre will showcase Wrightson’s ground breaking work in the DC Comics Mystery books and his legendary artistic turn on Swamp Thing. Additionally, a number of rarely seen and completely (until now) unseen treasures have been assembled here. IDW, 2017. Due Oct. BWAETHA. HCW, 12x17, 144pg, b&w $125.00

BERNIE WRIGHTSON Artifact Edition Cover B
Recommended. IDW, 2017. Due Oct. BWAETHB. HCW, 12x17, 144pg, b&w $125.00

THE BOOK OF BALLADS AND SAGAS
Original Art Edition Signed
Signed, limited, 500! Highly Recommended. By Neil Gaiman, Charles De Lint et al. Art by Charles Vess. Twenty-two years ago, superstar artist Charles Vess teamed up with an all-star ensemble of ground-breaking and award winning writers including Neil Gaiman (Sandman), Jane Yolen (Lost Girls), Sharyn McCrumb (The Ballad of Frankie Silver), and Jeff Smith (Bone) to produce The Book of Ballads – which re-imagined the greatest English, Irish, and Scottish foltakes in sequential art. Titan Comics, 2016. Due Nov.
BBSSH. HCW, 10x15, 160pg, FC $100.00

CHRIS WARE MONOGRAPH
Intro. Twenty Years Spiegelman. For thirty years, writer and artist (i.e. cartoonist) Chris Ware (b. 1967) has been testing the patience of readers and fine art fans with his complicated and difficult-to-comprehend picture stories in the pages of The New Yorker, The New York Times and other periodicals—to say nothing of challenging the walls of the MCA Chicago and the Whitney Museum of American Art with his innovative delineations and diagrams. Rizzoli, 2017. CWMH. HCW, 13x18, 280pg, FC $65.00 $49.95

DALL AND DISNEY Destino The Story, Artwork, and Friendship Behind the Legendary Film
Limited Edition
Special Original Cover. By David A. Bossert. This volume showcases all 150 pieces of art created by Dali and Hench. Also, the sole piece of animation art that was filmed in 1946 is showcased in a series of images explaining how it was digitally cut apart, restored and then reassembled for the 2003 completed film version. This limited edition features a high-definition screen inside the front cover and a touch of a button plays the entire Destino film. This first-of-its kind volume comes in a beautiful slipcase and includes a USB and wall charger and a headphone jack for a lifetime of continued enjoyment. Disney, 2017. Due Dec.
DALDD. HC, 11x9, 208pg, PC $250.00

FRANKENSTEIN The First Two Hundred Years
By Christopher Frayling. This book, celebrating the 200th birthday of Frankenstein, traces the journey of Shelley’s Frankenstein. With text by renowned Gothic scholar Sir Christopher Frayling, it includes new research on the novel’s origins; a facsimile reprint of the earliest-known manuscript version of the creation scene; visual material on stage adaptations, in magazines, on playbills, prints, and in 19th century book publications; visual essays on many of the film versions and their inspirations—in the history of art; and Frankenstein in popular culture—on posters, advertisements, packaging, in comics and graphic novels. Reel Art Press, 2017. Due Oct.
FRAF. HCW, 9x11, 208pg, PC $39.95

JAMIE HEWLETT
Edited by Julius Wiedemann. From the legendary Stark Girl to live-action animations with art-pop noisemakers Gorillaz, dabblings with Chinese contemporary opera to an exhibition at the Saatchi Gallery, artist Jamie Hewlett is one of the most energetic figures of contemporary pop culture. Taschen, 2017. Due Dec.
JAMHH. HCW, 6x8, 392pg, FC $60.00 $49.99
NEVERLASTING MIRACLES
The Art of Todd Schorr
Highly Recommended. An exquisite career retrospective, presents the best works of artist Todd Schorr. Schorr has continually and systematically set the bar ever higher in his quest to bring classic old master painting technique to his pop-culture-infused subject matter. In addition to Schorr’s previously celebrated paintings, here are 87 previously unseen new pieces: 33 new paintings, plus drawings, color studies, and images of his large sculptural work. Last Gasp, 2017. Due Oct.

NEVH. HCW, 11x12, 304pg, FC $76.00 $65.00

P CRAIG RUSSELL’S STRANGE DREAMS
Artist’s Edition
By Don McGregor and Marc Andreyko. Art by P. Craig Russell. Two complete stories. The first is the final Killraven collaboration between Russell and Don McGregor in Marvel Graphic Novel #7, followed by Russell’s Doctor Strange: What is it That Disturbs You, Stephen? Both stories are complete, stand-alone adventures, and delicately delineated in Russell’s lovely illustrative style. Rounding out this Artist’s Edition will be a gallery section with earlier examples of Russell’s Killraven and Doctor Strange works. IDW, 2017. Due Oct.
P CRSDEH. HCW, 7x10, 184pg, FC $125.00

SPECTRUM Volume 24
The Best in Contemporary Fantas tic Art. Our Highest Recommendation. Edited by John Fleskes. This volume features over 500 works by more than 300 diverse visionaries, including Julie Bell, Rovina Cai, Terry Dodson, Cory Godby, J. Anthony Kosar, Anita Kunz, Dave McKean, Tran Nguyen, Karla Ortiz, David Palumbo, Forest Rogers, Dan dos Santos, and Allen Williams. Spectrum 24 continues the freshness and excellence that was established twenty-four years ago. Flesk, 2017. Due Nov.

SPE24. SC, 8x12, 304pg, FC $36.00 $29.95

SPECTRUM Volume 24 Hardcover
Flesk, 2017. Due Nov.

SPE24H. HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC $46.00 $39.95

THEY DREW AS THEY PLEASED
The Hidden Art of Disney’s Late Golden Age Volume 3
Highly Recommended. By Didier Oizé. Foreword by Andreas Deja. Disney crafted a division of the studio called the Character Model Department, which focused solely on the details of character development. This showcases four (or six, we’re unsure yet) of these early pioneers and features artwork developed by them for the Disney shorts from the 1930s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Pinocchio, and much more. Spectrum, 2017. Due Oct.

THD03H. HC, 11x9, 248pg, PC $46.00 $39.95

WALT DISNEY’S NINE MORE OLD MENS
The Flipbooks

WALTNMM. HCW, 6x5, 1616pg, FC $60.00 $49.95

ABOVE THE TIMBERLINE

ABOTH. HCW, 9x11, 240pg, FC $29.99

BATMAN The Golden Age Omnibus Volume 4
Collects Detective Comics #92-111, Batman #26-35 and stories from World’s Finest Comics #15-22. Highly Recommended. By creators of The Dark Knight Returns, John Byrne, George Perez, Dan Jurgens, and more. Written and illustrated by Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Jerry Robinson and more. DC, 2017. Due Nov.

BATG04H. HC, 6x8, FC $75.00 $65.00

EC ARCHIVES ACES HIGH
Collects #1-5, 1955. Highly Recommended. By Irv Novick, Carl Barks, and Jack Kamen. Art by George Evans, Wally Wood et al. This was EC’s last-ditch effort to publish comics acceptable under the new comics code. These are all aerial combat stories, leading up to each issue with a cover by the best works of artist Todd Schorr.

ECAA00H. HCW, 8x11, 168pg, PC $49.00 $39.99

GREEN ARROW THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS Volume 1
Collects More Fun Comics #73-107, World’s Finest Comics #7-28 and Adventure Comics #103-117, 1941-47. Recommended. By Mort Weisinger, art by Joe Simon, Jack Fleck, Jack Kirby, Neal Adams et al. The final Omnibus collection! Demons from Shang-Chi’s past return including the Master of Kung Fu’s father, the devil doctor Fu Manchul! It all builds to the ultimate battle between father and son, stoked by years of conflict. The stakes are final, and Moench’s story and Gene Day’s shadow-drenched artwork make every moment stunning. DC, 2017. Due Nov.

GAGA01H. HCW, 7x11, 700pg, FC $99.99 $94.99

HANDS OF SHANG-CHI MASTER OF KUNG FU Omnibus Volume 4
By Don McGregor, art by George Evans, Wally Wood et al. This was EC’s last-ditch effort to publish comics acceptable under the new comics code. These are all aerial combat stories, leading up to each issue with a cover by the best works of artist Todd Schorr.

GAGA04H. HCW, 7x11, 748pg, FC $105.00 $95.00

SWAMP THING BRONZE AGE OMNIBUS Volume 1
By Len Wein, Steve Englehart, Gerry Conway, Bernie Wrightson, Martin Pasko et al. Many more. Written and illustrated by Bernie Wrightson, art by George Evans, Wally Wood et al. This was EC’s last-ditch effort to publish comics acceptable under the new comics code. These are all aerial combat stories, leading up to each issue with a cover by the best works of artist Todd Schorr.

STB01H. HCW, 600pg, PC $99.99 $85.00

For more information on these and other titles available from us, please call us at 530-273-2166 or visit us at BudsArtBooks.com.
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PRE-CODE CLASSICS ADVENTURES INTO DARKNESS Volume 1
Collects issues #5-9, 1952-53. Recommended. By John Celardo, Alex Toth, Jerry Grandenetti, Ruben Moreira et al. The covers alone are worth the price of admission -- Alex Toth, Jerry Grandenetti, plus, for fans of DC's My Greatest Adventure, Ruben Moreira. Standard Comics thought comics sold better if they appeared to have been around for a while, therefore, these S.A.C. Artbooks, 2017. Due Nov. $44.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS FANTASTIC WORLDS/ LOST WORLDS 1
Collects Worlds #5-6, 1952-53, and Fantastic Worlds #5-7 1952. Highly Recommended. By Alex Toth, Murphy Anderson, John Sikela, Ross Andru et al. Marauding winged men, disy dolls with back-packs and ray guns, blazin' interplanetary rocket ships, and grumpy flora and fauna--this one has it all! Alex Toth does "Alice in Terrorld" and has stories in four of these five issues. Jack Katz is also here. PS Artbooks, 2017. Due Oct. $44.99

SILVER AGE CLASSICS OUT OF THIS WORLD Volume 1 & 2
Collects #1-16, 1956-57. Recommended. By Steve Ditko, Vince Alascia et al. In the 1950's and '60's, Charlton was doing some darned good comics, thanks most especially to Steve Ditko. Beginning with issue #3, this was all Steve Ditko, cover to cover, through #6. Just take a look at those covers, comic book fans! Classic, gorgeous Ditko! PS Artbooks, 2017. Due Nov. $49.99

WALT DISNEY'S DONALD DUCK Volume 9 & 10 Set

BLOOM COUNTY REAL, CLASSY, & COMPLEAT 1980-1989 Slipsided Set
Special Order Recommended. By Berkeley Breathed. Berkeley Breathed's Bloom County debuted in late 1980 and ran until August 1989. Featuring an excellently quirky cast of characters, including the sweetly naive Opus the penguin, the flea-bitten Bill the cat, womanizing attorney Steve Dallas, Milo Bloom, Carter John, and many others, Bloom County soon became one of the most popular comic strips in history, appearing in over 1200 newspapers. Then, at the peak of its popularity, Berkeley Breathed did something unprecedented... he walked away. Now, more than 25 years later, Classic Comics is proud to present the Pulitzer Prize-winning comic strip is collected into a deluxe, two volume, slipsided set. IDW, 2017. Due Nov. $99.99-$84.99

MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN THE FRED FREDERICKS DAILIES Volume 1 1965-1967
By Lee Falk. Art by Fred Fredericks. Join Mandrake as he battles slavers, explores the Lost World, unlocks the mystery of a haunted house, travels to Hollywood, rescues Sonny the child movie star and meets Blozz the mysterious. In June 1965, artist Fredericks took over Mandrake from the late Phil Davis. Creator Lee Falk proceeded to modernize the storylines, making it more reality-based by focusing less on science fiction and fantasy, and making Mandrake operate more like a secret agent, often helping out the police with cases they could not solve. Titan, 2017. Due Oct. $49.99-$39.99


MARVEL AGE OF COMICS 1961-1978
By Roy Thomas. Go to the heart of this seminal time in comics history--an age of triumphant characters and narrative innovation that reinvented the super hero genre. Hundreds of images and insider insights, the book traces the birth of champions and adversaries, grounded in a world that readers recognized as close to their own; relatable heroes with problems, struggles, and shortcomings. By the '70s, the House of Ideas also elevated horror, sword and sorcery, and martial arts into best-selling titles. Tascchen, 2017. Due Nov. $99.99-$52.50

BATMAN 1966 CATWOMAN RUBY Statue Special Order Recommended. By Fred Fredericks. Classic Batman TV series comes this strikingly beautiful Batman 1966 TV Series Catwoman Ruby Red Maquette Diorama Statue! Sculpted by Trevor Grove, this beautiful 1/6-scale maquette stands 12 inches tall and features an almost purrfect likeness of Julie Newmar as everyone's favorite feline fatale! Catwoman is in her iconic black full-body outfit, holding a prized ruby in her right hand. She stands against a black cat statue on top of a marble-like display base. Tweeterhead, 2017. Due Dec. $249.99
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Traditionally, the radiant Marilyn Monroe, Hugh Hefner mastermind—Foreword by Hugh Hefner. Introduction by Rankin. Photographs by Rankin. Heiko. HCW, 14x18, 154pg, b&w

NOW IN STOCK! PLAYBOY
The Complete Centerfolds1953-2016

Recommended. Foreword by Hugh Hefner. Introduction by Dave Hickey. With the first centerfold image of the radiant Marilyn Monroe, Hugh Hefner masterminded—a cultural icon: Playboy’s Platinum Magazine of the Month. This voluptuous new edition celebrates every nude centerfold from every issue of Playboy, from 1953 to February 2016. Initially published a decade ago, and now comprehensively updated, this must-have edition boasts 734 nude centerfolds and opens each decade with essays from literary luminaries, including an all-new essay by Elizabeth Wurtzel on the last decade. Chronicle Books, 2017. Due Sept. Adult Material. PLABOH. HCW, 8x14, 844pg, FC

$76.00 $55.00

FOLD-ON ARCHIVAL BOOK JACKETS 10/pk
Made from chemically stable Super-Clear 1.5-mil polyethylene film with a specially formulated pH-neutral PVA adhesive—premium protection without losing the brilliance of the jacket graphics!

8-Inch JAF8, 8x17-1/2……………….…..$7.50
9-Inch JAF9, 9x19……………….…..$7.95
10-Inch JAF10, 10x21……………….…..$8.95
10-Inch Extra Long JAF10L, 10x29……………….…..$9.50
12-Inch JAF12, 12x24……………….…..$9.50
12-Inch Extra Long JAF12L, 12x32……………….…..$9.95
14-Inch JAF14, 14x28……………….…..$9.95
16-Inch JAF16, 16x30……………….…..$10.95

ECONO-FOLD BOOK COVERS
Ideal for books WITHOUT DUST JACKETS. 60 seconds to put on. Slightly heavier than a Fold-On cover (2-mil vs 1.5 mil) Fully adjustable and fits up to that size; i.e. 10” fits any book up to ten inches tall by folding over the extra. Closeout 10-inch ECF10, 10x21 $7.60 $5.95
Closeout 12-inch ECF12, 12x24 $8.60 $6.95
Closeout 16-inch ECF16, 16x30 $10.50 $8.50

PLASTIC BAGS 100/pk except where noted

Postcard POSTCARD. 5-3/4x3-3/4……………….…..$4.95
Paperback Book PB. 5x7 $3.88 $2.95
Digest DIGEST. 6x7-5/8……………….…..$6.95
Current CPP. 6-7/8x10-1/2……………….…..$5.95
Silver Age/Regular SAPP. 7-1/8x10-1/2……………….…..$6.50
Golden Age GAR. 7-5/8x10-1/2……………….…..$7.50
Super Golden Age SUG. 7-7/8x10-1/4……………….…..$7.95
Magazine MAG. 8-3/4x11-1/8……………….…..$8.50
Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music XTHICK. 9-3/8 x 12-1/4……………….…..$11.95
Treasury TBAGS. 10-1/2x13-1/2……………….…..$14.95
Large Magazine/Life LOMAG. 11-1/8x14-1/4……………….…..$16.95
Newspaper NEWSPA. 14-1/8x19-1/8, 50 bags $24.95
Large Newspaper MPO. 16-1/4x24-1/8, 50 bags $24.95
Closeout Print & Poster. PROPO. 16x20……………….…..$24.95 $21.95
MYLITES 2 SLEEVES 50/pk

Magazine MYL2MAG. 9x11-1/2……………….…..$2.90
Silver/Gold Comic MYL2SIL. 7-3/4 x10-1/2……………….…..$2.20
Standard Comic MYL2ST. 7-1/4 x10-1/2……………….…..$2.00

MYLAR SLEEVES
Standard/Regular Comic MYLREG. 7-1/4 x10-1/2, 25 sleeves. $16.00

BACKING BOARDS 100/pk except where noted

Current CPPB. 6-3/4 x10-1/2……………….…..$12.95
Silver Age SAPPB. 7x10-1/2……………….…..$13.95
Golden Age GARB. 7-3/8x10-1/2……………….…..$15.50
Magazine MAGB. 8-1/2x11……………….…..$17.75
Closeout Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music XTHICKBK. 9-1/4x12-1/8……………….…..$24.95 $14.95
Treasury TBAGSB. 10-1/4x13-1/2……………….…..$26.95
FACE FIGURES FANTASIES The Art of Thomas Hailer Buchanan Signed! Introduction by W. Michael Katula! Highly Recommended. “We’d quote...Doctor Who, in his much more often surprised and, generally, delighted response to something new, ‘Oh! Aren’t you a beauty.’ There is a magic effect to THB’s portraiture...THB applies his knowledge, his insights, and his ability to present worlds unseen to everything he creates.” - W. Michael Katula. PAU, 2015.

FACFIS. SC, 12x9, 96pg, FC $34.95

Deluxe: Slipcased. Signed! Extremely small limitation. FACFD. $42.00 $90.00

THE GLAMOR GIRLS OF DON FLOWERS

Recommended. Edited by Alex Chun and Jacob Covey. When the life of Don Flowers was cut short in 1966, he left behind a career in newspaper cartooning that spanned more than four decades as well as one of the most fluid lines to grace the comics page. His cartoons evoked the art of Russell Patterson and Hank Ketcham, and nowhere was this more evident than in his quintessential single-panel pin-up cartoon, the aptly named “Glamor Girls.” Fantagraphics, 2005.

GDDON. SC, 6x6, 294pg, b&w $18.95 $9.99

GOBLIN MARKET Deluxe Signed Signed with finely drawn pencil illustration! Our Highest Recommendation. Omar Rayyan, one of our favorite artists illustrates each of our favorite fantasy tales, the 19th century narrative poem written by Christina Rossetti, sister of PRB artist D.G. Rossetti. Over 100 drawings and watercolor paintings are packed into an 88-page full color book and an introduction written by Charles Vess.


GOBMDS. HC, 88pg, FC $85.00

Regular Edition. Signed! GOBMHS. $35.00

ART OF PLOOG

Highly Recommended. By Mike Ploog et al. A massive, oversized 9x12 retrospective that covers every aspect of Ploog’s career, from his earliest days of working with Warren’s Creepy and Eerie, and Marvel’s magazine Crazy, to his extremely popular Werewolf by Night, Monster of Frankenstein, Ghost Rider and Man-Thing, and his collaboration and storyboards, right up through his latest work on Goliath and storyboards, right up through his latest work on Goliath and storyboards, right up through his latest work on Goliath. FPG, 2015.

ARTMPH. HCW, 9x12, 320pg, FC $49.00

GOLIATH By Michael Ploog

By Michael Friedlander. Art by Michael Ploog. Goliath is an oversized, 88-page richly-painted storybook for all ages. The Ty clan lives in very difficult times and their strength comes from their belief in old stories that speak of giant Guardians. Is that Goliath, the ape-creature? Fully painted on every page in bold, bright watercolor. FPG, 2016.

GOLSH. HCW, 12x12, 84pg, FC $24.99

M. C. ESCHER The Graphic Work New Edition. Recommended. From impossibly immense to tessellating birds, Dutch artist M. C. Escher (1898–1972) crafted a unique graphic language of patterns, puzzles, and mathematics. Dense, complex, and structured by intricate principles, his work is at the same time decorative and playful, toying constantly with optic illusions and the limitations of sensory perception. For mathematicians and scientists, Escher is a mastermind. For historians, he was the master of psychedelic art. New edition of a 1959 classic, complete with Escher’s commentary (he lived until 1972), Taschen, 2016.

MCECH. HC, 8x10, 96pg, b&w $14.99

MASTERS OF AMERICAN ILLUSTRATION


MASAH. HC, 9x12, 432pg, FC $60.00

MASTERS OF SPANISH COMIC BOOK ART


MASCBAH. HCW, 8x11, 272pg, FC $39.99

NEIL GAIMAN & CHRIS RIDDELL Box Set


NGCR. SC, 5x8, 642pg, Text/b&w $99.00 $18.95

RAY HARRYHAUSEN Special Effects Titan DVD

By Giles Penso. The remarkable career of the movie industry’s most admired and influential special-effects auteur, Ray Harryhausen. Giles Penso’s definitive documentary. This features enlightening and entertaining interviews with the man himself, as well as Randy Cook, Peter Jackson, Nick Park, Phil Tippett, Terry Gilliam, Dennis Muren, John Landis, Guillermo Del Toro, James Cameron, and many more. Arrow, 2016.

RHSET. DVD, 97 min, 1 disc, PC $14.95


SENFD. HC, 8x11, 176pg, PC $60.95

Softcover Edition: SENF. SC, 8x11, 160pg, PC $24.95

Hardcover: Variant Cover: SENFH. $39.95

WALLY WOOD GALAXY ART AND BEYOND

Our Highest Recommendation. By Roger Hill. After EC’s demise in 1955, Wood segued into the field of science fiction pulp illustration, providing over 300 beautiful drawings and color cover paintings for magazines like Galaxy and for specialty book publishers. Roger Hill (EC Fan Addict) has spent the past twenty years pulling together the history of Wally Wood. Here are his notes, his research, his digests and tracking down original art for this project. IDW, 2016.

WWGAL. HCW, 9x11, 160pg, PC $60.00 $24.99
CARAVAGGIO 1 THE PALETTE AND THE SWORD
Highly Recommended. By Milo Manara. Comics maestro Milo Manara returns to Dark Horse with his newest graphic novel. Chronicling the pleasure and burdens of the painter’s early years in Rome, this seminal work is Manara’s love letter to Caravaggio, one of the most revered and influential artists in history. His naked models and their antics are perfect for Manara’s skills. His drawings of ancient Rome and the painter’s early years are just amazing. Dark Horse, 2017. Mature Readers. CARAVO1H. HCW, 8x11, 80pg, FC $17.99

FORBIDDEN BRIDES OF THE FACELESS SLAVES IN THE SECRET HOUSE OF THE NIGHT OF THE DREAD DESIRE
Recommended. By Neil Gaiman. Art by Shane Oakley and Nick Filard. A celebrated send-up of gothic literature, beautifully adapted into a dark, and comical graphic novel. The author wanted to write science fiction: stories about frail women in white nightgowns, mysterious bumps in the night, and the undead rising to collect old debts. Dark Horse, 2017. FORBH. HCW, 7x10, 48pg, FC $17.99

HELLBOY INTO THE SILENT SEA
Signed bookplate! Our Highest Recommendation. By Mike Mignola and Gary Gianni. Hellboy sets sail from the wreckage of a deserted island only to cross paths with a ghost ship. Taken captive by the phantom crew, Hellboy is in the wrong place at the wrong time as a wanna-be witch on board is going to drag up all the dark denizens of hell to do her bidding. Dark Horse, 2017. HELINTS. HCW, 7x10, 56pg, FC $14.99

JULES VERNE’S TWENTY-THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
Highly Recommended. By Jules Verne. Adapted by Gary Gianni. Introduction by Ray Bradbury. The classic tale of Nemo and the fearsome Nautilus submarine is retold in a wonderful new graphic novel, capturing the vintage feel of the original story, written in the 1860s. Flesk, 2009. JUHN. HC, 9x12, 64pg, FC $24.95 $9.95

MICKEY MOUSE Mysterious Melody HC
Highly Recommended. By Bernard Cosey. What was life like for Mickey before 1928... before Hollywood stardom struck? In this riveting, phantasmagorical “what-if” tale, we follow the Mouse from his humble origins—as Oswald Rabbit’s screenwriter!—through a tangled web of trains, rocket ships, and stolen Shakespeare scripts! An amazing Mickey Mouse adventure with a thoughtful, emotive twist. IDW, 2017. MMYSMH. HCW, 9x12, 64pg, FC $14.99

TARZAN The Beckoning Signed bookplate! Collects #1-7, 1992-93. Highly Recommended. By Thomas Yeates and Henning Kure. The ageless couple, Tarzan and his beautiful wife Jane, have been living in America, fighting the illegal ivory trade to stop the slaughter of elephants...but they’re soon drawn back to Africa, entangled in a dangerous web that threatens their lives! Beginning in the Amazon and climaxing in a mysterious jungle utopia, this is an action-packed supernatural saga, collected here in its entirety for the first time with highly detailed artwork. Dark Horse, 2016. TABES. SC, 7x10, 208pg, FC $19.99

Graphic Novels

Comic Book Archives

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED #124
The War Of The Worlds

EC ARCHIVES VALOR
Collects #1-5, 1955. Tales of Mortal Combat and Deeds of Valor! Highly Recommended. Art by Krigstein, Wood, Williamson, Orlando, Crandall, Evans. Written by Otto Binder and Carl Wessler: tales of knights of the Round Table, the Crusades, Roman gladiators, war and combat. Beautifully drawn by the veteran EC artists as a two-color graphic novel, capturing the vintage feel of the original stories. Introduction by Ray Bradbury. The round one-two-three of unsung heroism, and the first ever to feature women as principal combatants, this classic EC series was little released to survive the comics code. It lasted five glorious issues. Foreword by P. Craig Russell! ECVAH. HCW, 8x11, 216pg, FC $49.99 $39.99
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THE SHADOW ANNUAL #2
SHTA02. SC, 7x10, 192pg. Text/b&w $19.95
#1: The Crime Crypt/ The Green Terror & Can The Dead Talk? SHTA01. $14.95

CHTHULHU The Ancient One Tribute Box Recommended. By Steve Mockus. Chthulhu has been the subject of fiction, folk, role-playing games, toys, and other items celebrating Lovecraft and fandom for weird tales. This set includes hand-painted figurine, an altarpiece stand, and a 48-page booklet (that slips into the stand!). Chronicle Books, 2016. CTHA. SC, Book 4x6 Figurine 5” tall, 48pg, FC $19.95

THE ADVENTURES OF SWEET GWENDOLINE
The Adventures of Sweet Gwendoline
Highly Recommended. By John Willie. This is the revised edition 25 years after the first printing. This tribute to John Alexander Scott Coutts (1902-1962), a.k.a. John Willie, has been expanded twice the original size! Beller, 1999. Mature Readers. ADVH. HCW, 8x11, 368pg, PC $39.95

HALF CENTURY OF NUDES

NERDCORE 2007,2009-2010
NUDE Calendar Set
Set of Three Oversized Erotic Calendars! Highly Recommended. Here is one of those quirky finds. For 2007, ’09, and 2010 a bevy of beautiful models were gathered together to do nude poses in the form of “fan boy” calendars. In 2009 Sci-Fi; 2007 video games; 2010 horror film themes. Nerdcore, 2006. Out of Print. Mature Readers. NERDSET2. 12x18, FC $75.00 $14.95

WINGED BEAUTY
A Very Faerie Coloring Book Recommended. By Charles Vess, Re-nae Taylor, Cory Godby, Stephanie Law, and Ruth Sanderson. From the creators of Faerie Magazine comes a delightful collection of five faerie artists b&w images for your coloring pleasure. Faerie Magazine, 2016. WBCOL. SC, 9x8, 88pg, b&w $16.95

1000 PIN-UP GIRLS

ART & BEAUTY MAGAZINE Drawings by R. Crumb Recommended. Gathering all three volumes of R. Crumb’s acclaimed Art & Beauty Magazine, #3 unpublished until now, this guides the reader through the 20-year history of Crumb’s pin-up magazine, his take on recapturing the nude cute magazines of the 1930s and 40s, but updated with nude and stylized drawings of his wife Aline, starlets, girlfriends, and other Crumb-style ladies. David Zwimer, 2016. Mature Readers. ARBEH. HCW, 7x10, 132pg. b&w $35.00 $49.95 $17.99

THE BOOK OF MR. NATURAL
New Edition! By Robert Crumb. Dispensing witty aphorisms with equal parts wisdom, sarcasm, and lust, Mr. Natural is the guru that isn’t... This features stories from the free-wheeling ’70s through the controversial ’90s, including the 40 page “Mr. Natural and the Devil Girl” saga in its entirety. One of the most endearing characters from one of the underground’s greatest comic artists! Fantagraphics, 2016. Adult Material. BOMNH. HC, 8x10, 128pg, b&w $49.95 $16.99

ZAP 16
By R. Crumb, S. Clay Wilson, Gilbert Shelton et al. This includes work by all eight Zap artists (plus Aline Kominsky), three double-page jams by the group, Zap’s first-and-only color section, featuring comics by R. Crumb and Gilbert Shelton. 16 pages of color. Fantagraphics, 2016. Adult Material. ZAP16. SC, 7x10, 86pg, PC $14.99 $12.99

APES & BABES
Highly Recommended. By Frank Cho. From the award-winning creator of Liberty Meadows and Jungle Girl, this collection showcases Cho’s past and present illustrations of the female form and fantastic beasts. From serious nude studies, to Conan, from comic book covers to specialty, previously unseen works. Image Comics, 2016. APEB. SC, 9x12, 144pg, FC $19.95

THE ADAGIO OF DOUG SNEYD Signed
Signed bookplate! Our Highest Recommendation. By Doug Sneyd. Foreword by Hugh Hefner. One of Play- boy Magazine’s most popular contribu- tors, Sneyd has been sketching beautiful ladies in compromising situations since the 1960s. Gorgeous cheesecake-style pin-ups and laced with a bawdy wit. Dark Horse. 2016. AODSN. SC, 9x12, 248pg, FC $19.95

SECRET SNEYD The UNPUBLISHED CARTOONS OF DOUG SNEYD: Mature Readers. SECSNH. $14.99
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WINGED BEAUTY
THE ART OF DAXIONG COLLECTION Signed W/ Drawing
Comic Illustration Character Design. Signed with original drawing! Highly Recommended. This is a very impressive 140-page art book of comic illustration and character design. The work is gorgeous, particularly his beautiful Asian ladies. His designs incorporate beautiful ladies with everything from skeletons to dragons and animals. I love his depictions of the elements and the Zodiac. Each of our copies are signed with a nicely detailed large pen & ink drawing! Flag Studios, 2012. ARTDAHX. HC, 9x11, 138pg, FC $45.00

ART OF JON WHITCOMB
Limited, 1000. Highly Recommended. By Daniel Zimmer. A spectacular new art book from The Illustrated Press. 300 full color images, many from original paintings and drawings, plus rare photographs, and lots of magazine covers, advertising pieces, and story illustrations. Whitcomb was a pioneer in the switch from oil to gouache and a major contributor in Collier’s, McCall’s, Cosmopolitan, and more. Illustrated Press, 2017. ARTJWH. HC, 9x12, 224pg, PC $44.95

ART OF THE MURAL A Contemporary Global Movement Volume 1 Recommended. By Shane Pomajambo. Foreword by Carlo McCormick. A world tour of the most vibrant and impressive contemporary mural art. Fifty artists from six continents share 400 examples of their best work and their journeys as muralists. Each is a full-time muralist who pushes the boundaries of the art form that engages a vital social concept. Schiffer, 2015. ARTM01H. HCW, 11x9, 216pg, FC $34.99 $31.99

ART QUEST OF ALEX NINO Signed with Original Drawing Signed with original drawing! By Alex Niño. This book offers a collection of Alex Niño’s most recent work using graphite pencil, color pencil, pen and ink, color markers, acrylics and other art media wherein he continues to experiment with new approaches. This also highlights and shares his own distinctive style and techniques. Alex Niño, 2015. ARTQHS. HCW, 9x11, 133pg, PC $50.00

ARTHUR ADAMS XIV 2016 Sketchbook Signed Almost Gonen Highly Recommended. By Arthur Adams. Art’s superb detail, his fun sexy ladies–his heroes, are always uniquely his own. This time we have Guardians artwork, model sheets for characters Venom, Slod and Glonth; The White Queen, Zatanna, Man-Thing, pencil pages from Ultimate X, Fantastic Four 100th Anniversary and Deadpool; and more. Arthur Adams, 2016. Out of Print. Mature Readers. AA16S. SC, 8x11, 50pg, b&w $30.00

ALEX TOTH BRAVO FOR ADVENTURE Last Edition Highly Recommended. Of every comics story Alex Toth ever drew, the one that he kept the complete original art to was Bravo for Adventure. This is a virtual “how-to” course in drawing comics with variants of the Bravo saga, dozens of never-before-seen pencil roughs, preliminary drawings, and story fragments, and twelve pages of Toth’s own coloring for an edition that never saw print—until now. IDW, 2016. ATBAEH. HCW, 12x17, 136pg, PC $125.00

WAY UP HIGH
Highly Recommended. By Roger Zelazny. Art by Vaughn Bode. Roger Zelazny’s only two children’s books in affordable new hardcover editions. When Susi cut through the old orchard, shady and secret and out-of-the-way, she was alone. Then, on a fine, warm, sunny day during the last week of school she met Herman, a lonesome pterodactyl sunning himself on a rock. First published in a limited edition in 1992. Grant, 2016. WAYU. HC, 9x11, 240pg, Text/FC $19.99

HERE THERE BE DRAGONS: HETH
Highly Recommended. By Maroussia Oakley. The first detailed account of the work of this very important Pre-Raphaelite artist 1855-1913. His two often-reprinted classics are George MacDonald’s classic At the Back of the North Wind and The Princess and the Goblin. His wonderful artwork for Christina Rossetti’s Song-Song and Speaking Likenesses were notable for their witty accomplishment to her poetry and prose. Oak Knoll Press, 2016. BOOPH. HC, 8x11, 326pg, PC $76.00 $65.00

DAVE STEVENS’ ROCKETEER Artist Edition Our Highest Recommendation. Direct Market Exclusive Edition! Each page, with blue pencil and finished b&w inking, has been scanned from original art. Collecting the entire Rocketeer saga, 119 pages and 7 covers, from 1981-94. Down-on-his-luck aviator Cliff Secord finds an experimental jetpack, pursued by Nazi agents intent on capturing the pack, balancing his relationship with his stunning girlfriend inspired by the real Betty Page. IDW, 2017. DRSAE. SC, 8x12, 140pg, b&w $99.99 $34.99

DRAWING BEAUTIFUL WOMEN Studio Edition Deluxe Signed The Frank Cho Method. Signed and numbered, 500! Highly Recommended. By Frank Cho. This deluxe edition has an extra 16-page bonus art section with bonus artwork, an exclusive Frank Cho interview, and an alternate cover featuring a new painting of a nude woman. Two gatefolds are included. Frank Cho shares his secrets to drawing lovely women. Flesk, 2014. Mature Readers. DRBDWS. HC, 12x17, 140pg, FC $200.00


FRANK DICKSEE 1853-1928 His Art and Life Highly Recommended. By Simon Toll. Victorian artist Frank Dicksee is featured in this catalog raisonné, many pictures previously unpublished. Knights, beautiful ladies, mythology, in wonderfully detailed oil paintings. He became one of the most popular artists of the late 19th-century, painting in a sumptuous and dramatic style. Antique Collectors Club, 2016. FRADH. HC, 8x12, 240pg, FC $40.00 $35.00

artist and illustration


Limited, 2,000! Highly Recommended. Gustaf Tenggren (63 images) and Frank Brangwyn (50 images, including a centerfold two-pager). Each artist gets a brief bio, plus there are short explanations of the works collected here. Included are Tenggren’s paintings and illustrations of Grimm’s fairy tales from a 1922 Swedish edition. 2003. IMA06. SC, 9x12, 44pg, PC $20.00

Highly Recommended. Edited by Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr. This special issue features the art and articles of The Studio, which was the premier art magazine of the early 20th century, circa 1890-1925. Includes John D. Batten, Frank Brangwyn, Eleanor Brickdale, Maurice Detmold, Russell Flint, Norman Lindsay, Charles Robinson, Anders Zorn and many others. 2003. IMA07. SC, 9x12, 40pg, PC $20.00

Highly Recommended. Cover and 15 pages of paintings by Heinrich Kley (1883-1945) from Jugend magazine, also, rare, never-before-collected works by Arthur Rackham, Edmund Dulac, Harvey Dunn, and N.C. Wyeth; fairy tale paintings by Heinrich Leßler and Uncle Remus illustrator J.M. Conde featured in the "Ink Spot" and more. 2007. IMA08. SC, 9x12, 40pg, FC $20.00

Our Highest Recommendation. Gustave Mossa (a superb but obscure French Art Nouveau & Symbolist artist) as well as gorgeous illustrations from Edmund Dulac, William Russell Flint, Charles Robinson, Willy Pogany, Coles Phillips, Warwick Goble and Arthur Rackham. Also features theatre magazine covers by Henry Clive and a special look at the pen and ink drawings of Heinrich Kley. 2007. IMA09. SC, 9x12, 40pg, FC $20.00

Our Highest Recommendation. Cover by Briton Riviere with interior art by Howard Pyle, scarce 1908 Harper’s Magazine oils, Henry Reuterdahl, mythology and eroticism by Russell Flint, Edmund Dulac, John Bauer trolls and fairies, Frank Brangwyn, Charles Knight, Will Crawford and more. Charles Dana Gibson’s black and white drawings are featured in the InkSpot. Special landscape (oblong) format for this issue, so as to feature panoramic, wide paintings. 2008. IMA10. SC, 12x9, 40pg, FC $20.00


Our Highest Recommendation. This generous compilation collects rare artwork by Arthur Rackham, Willy Pogany, Gustaf Tenggren, Frank Godwin, the great Sarah Stillwell Weber, Heinrich Kley, Charles Robinson and many more! This lovingly curated magazine is loaded with vibrant images of knights, damsels in distress, early advertising works, book covers and illustrations from publisher Vadeboncoeur’s personal collection. 2011. IMA12. SC, 9x11, 40pg, FC $20.00

This is Jim’s final issue. It boasts 24 extra pages, metallic gold ink and spot varnish. In addition to the glorious cover, there are seven other rare Alphonse Mucha drawings, seven paintings by Charles E. Chambers, a Coles Phillips fade-away girl, Sarah S. Stilwell’s illustrations for The Princess Porquois, a Willy Pogany Djer-Kiss ad, five fantastic Maxfield Parrish pieces, Hermann Vogel, Phillip Goodwin, Georges De Feure, Norman Lindsay and much more. 2011. IMA13. SC, 9x11, 40pg, FC $20.00
BLACK & WHITE IMAGES First Annual Collection

BLACK & WHITE IMAGES Second Annual Collection
The Golden Era of Pen & Ink illustration 1890-1922 Our Highest Recommendation. 300 illustrations from 60 different artists and covers a wide range of techniques and media: Norman Lindsay, A.B. Frost, Charles Dana Gibson, W.T. Benda, John D. Batten, Garth Jones, Blanche Greer, and W.R. Leigh. Also included are all 20 of T.S. Sullivant’s rare 1890 series, Fables for the Times, and unpublished sections from a Sidney Sime sketchbook. JVV, 2004. IMA002. SC, 9x12, 106pg, b&w $29.99 $9.95

BLACK & WHITE IMAGES Third Annual Collection
Limited, 2000! Our Highest Recommendation. 200 carefully selected works from the Golden Age of pen & ink illustration (1885-1900). A huge section of Harrison Cady, including reproductions from original art. Also features great reproductions of rare, classic art from the likes of Charles Sarka, T.S. Sullivant, Howard Pyle, Kay Nielsen, Frank DuMond, Willy Pogany, Mucha, Herbert Paus and many others. It’s a fabulous wealth of the best in pen-and-ink illustration, with the finest quality reproduction possible! Square spine, book format, 2.5 times the size of a normal images issue. 2006. IMA003. SC, 9x12, 112pg, b&w $29.99 $9.95

BLACK & WHITE IMAGES Fourth Annual Collection

BLACK & WHITE IMAGES Fifth Annual Collection
Limited, 2000! Our Highest Recommendation. From the Golden Age of Pen & Ink illustration, 1890-1922. Packed with gorgeous b&W art, featuring the next installment of Herbert Ralston’s The Haunted House, the earliest known work of Frank C. Papé (1902), all the art from an 1897 L’Image article on Daniel Vierge, and an extended section on Will Elder. JVV, 2009. IMA005. SC, 9x12, 106pg, b&w $29.99 $9.95

EVERETT RAYMOND KINSTLER
Signed Deluxe

EVEH. HC, 8x11, 244pg, PC $95.00 $30.00

EVERETT RAYMOND KINSTLER Regular Edition
EVEH. HC, 8x11, 244pg, PC $44.99 $15.00

THE GOLDEN AGE MASTERWORKS FROM THE GOLDEN AGE OF ILLUSTRATION Volume 3
Limited, 1,000! 204 Artists. Our Highest Recommendation. Edited by Daniel Zimmer. A-Z: From James Avati and Earl Bergey to N.C. Wyeth and Stanley Zuckerberg. This spectacular new edition continues in the tradition of the previous two Golden Age books. And there is absolutely NO drop in the quality of the material here, which amazes us. It’s as superb a group of works as the first volume, entirely full-page and from the original artwork. Volumes 1 & 2 are sold out. Illustrated Press, 2015. GOA003HC. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC $44.95

HARVEY KURTZMAN’S JUNGLE BOOK Volume 1 Deluxe Signed & numbered, 175! Highly Recommended. Drawn by R. Crumb. Introduction by Gilbert Shelton and Art Spiegelman. Special cloth slipcase & deluxe binding. Kurtzman signature from a check, carefully mounted below his picture. Back in print for the first time in 25 years with bonus features: essay by Denis Kitchen; conversational afterword between Pete Poplaski and R. Crumb; and photographs, correspondence, and artwork. Dark Horse, 2014. HKJ01D. HCW, 7x12, 176pg, b&w $125.00

HOLLYWOOD BOUND Recommended. By Tony Nourmand and Peter Doggett. Vintage Hollywood was a city of extremes: passion, thrill, suspense, violent outbursts of emotion and movement. For every protagonist with a slyer rapier or a sensuous leer, there had to be a victim, tossed aside with contemptuous, ruthless ease or devoured whole in a paroxysm of lust. Here is the story of bondage in Hollywood: trussed up guys, dames, even monsters! Reel Art, 2012. HOLBH. HCW, 9x11, 128pg, b&w $29.99 $26.95

JACK KIRBY FANTASTIC FOUR Artist’s Edition
Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee. Art by Jack Kirby. Now, with the cooperation of the Jack Kirby Estate and under license from Marvel Comics, IDW presents the first Jack Kirby Fantastic Four Artist’s Edition! Including FF Annual #6, ALL 48-pages! Also presenting THE COM- COMPLETE issues #71 (“And So It Ends”) and #82 through #84, all guest starring the Inhumans plus bringing in Doctor Doom in #84–plus a beautiful gallery section of some of Kirby’s most incredible pages, all scanned from the original art! IDW, 2017. JKFFAEH. HCW, 12x17, 144pg, b&w $125.00

TARZAN ON FILM
By Scott Tracy Griffin. In this authoritative volume, writer and historian Scott Tracy Griffin traces the development of the history-making Tarzan franchise, from the earliest known comic book to modern world-wide hits like Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes and Walt Disney Studios’ animated Tarzan. Titan, 2016. TARFHI. HC, 10x13, 224pg, PC $39.99 $34.95
**Comic Book Archives**

**WORLD WAR II POSTERS**

**WWPH.** HC, 9x12, 352pg, FC

$125.00 $105.00

**BATMAN THE Brave & The Bold Bronze Age Omnibus Volume 1**

**BATBBO.** HCW, 6x8, 200pg, FC

$25.00 $15.00

**BATGIRL A Celebration of 50 Years**

**BATGCH.** HC, 7x10, 384pg, FC

$59.99 $34.99

**BATMAN Golden Age Omnibus Volume 2**
Collects Detective Comics #57-74, Batman #8-15 and World’s Finest #4-9, 1941-43. Highly Recommended. By Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner Fox, Jerry Robinson et al. Prime Golden Age Batman! Lots of stories from the early 1940s in which Batman fought evil monthly, side by side with DC Comics’ greatest—world’s Finest #4-9, 1941-43. Highly Recommended. By Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner Fox, Jerry Robinson et al. Prime Golden Age Batman! Lots of stories from the early 1940s in which Dynamic Duo battle evildoers including the Penguin, the Joker, and more. Includes the first Christmas story, covers by Jack Burnley, an “infinity” cover, Catwoman’s new costume, etc. DC, 2016.

**BATG02H.** HC, 8x11, 768pg, FC

$75.00 $65.00

**Graphic Novels**

**DAYs of DARKNESS**
By Wayne Vansant. Six complete stories of the early days of the United States in WW II. From the dark days in the Pacific to the evacuation of the Philippines, the horror of the Death March of Bataan, and to the dramatic Battle of Midway which stopped the Japanese juggernaut in the Pacific. Wayne Vansant, well known for his exacting de-

**Collects #1-6, 2016. By Ian Edginton. Art by Matthew Dow Smith. It’s the greatest international crossover of the ‘80s that never happened—until now! Batman and Robin, fighting side by side in the streets of England’s John Lennon and Emma Peel! When Bruce Wayne and his fetching new British business assoc
dug themselves caught up in Catwoman’s caper to steal England’s White Star diamond, Batman is nowhere to be found but gentleman sp.

**Collects #1-4, 2016. Highly Recommended. By Rick Remender. Art by Jerome Opeña and Uncanny X-Force, Fear Agent) and Matt Hollingsworth (Tokyo Ghost, Wythes) to take you on a hard road through the strange fantasy world of Zhal. All men have surrendered their freedom for fear; no one last free man must choose. Image Comics, 2017.

**SEVEN TO ETERNITY Volume 1**

$24.99 $21.95

**PANDORA’S EYES Oversized**
Signed Book. Recommended. By Rick Remender and Jerome Opeña. Uncanny X-Force, Fear Agent) and Wytches to take you on a hard road through the strange fantasy world of Zhal. All men have surrendered their freedom for fear; no one last free man must choose. Image Comics, 2017.

**SEVEN TO ETERNITY Volume 1**

$24.99 $21.99

**MALEfIC TIME APOCALYPSE Signed**
By Vincenzo Cerami and Francesco Gapp. Art by Milo Manara. Pandora’s EYES is a beautiful young woman living with her adoptive parents in a major European city. She learns that her real father might be a terrible mob boss wanted by the international authorities. When she is kidnapped and taken to Turkey, she is forced to confront her dangerous past and investigate the ties. When she is kidnapped and taken to Turkey, she is forced to confront her dangerous past and investigate the ties.

**MALTH.** HCW, 8x10, 256pg, FC

$24.99 $23.99

**Comics Book Archive**

**WINWHs.** HCW, 8x10, 256pg, FC

$24.99

**TRULUX.** SC, 6x8, 92pg, FC

$40.00

**ReguLar Edition: Recommended. TRULUX.**

$29.00

**THE WIND IN THE WILLows Signed**
Signed with signed bookplate! Highly Recommended. Experience the timeless story of Toad, Rat, Mole, and Badger. Illustrated by New York Times Bestselling author and Eisner Award-winning creator David Petersen (Mouse Guard). This exquisite and lavish edition is PROFUSELY illustrated with 20 full page, full color plates, 12 color chapter headings, and dozens and dozens of half-page sized pen and ink illustrations!

It’s stunningly done. IDW, 2017. Out of Print.

**Graphic Novels**

**WORLD WAR II POSTERS**

**WWPH.** HC, 9x12, 352pg, FC

$125.00 $105.00
ALPHA FLIGHT Omnibus by John Byrne
With Chris Claremont et al. Art by John Byrne, Sal Buscema, Steve Ditko, Ron Wilson, Paul Neary, John Cassaday, Mike Mignola et al. From the pages of the X-Men, Canada's premier super-team Alpha Flight jumps into three years, all here, of their own title. Guardian, Shaman, Snowbird, Sasquatch, Aurora, Northstar, Puck and Marina fight to protect Canada from injustice and evil! Marvel, 2017.

FLASHING LIGHT Omnibus by John Byrne

EERIE ARCHIVES Volume 23

EERIE ARCHIVES Volume 24

EERIE ARCHIVES Volume 25

FLASH: THE SILVER AGE OMNIBUS Volume 2
Collects The Flash #133-161. Highly Recommended. By John Broome. Art by Carmine Infantino and Murphy Anderson et al. Writer John Broome created brilliant stories that made Flash a fan-favorite for every DC reader. The amazing villains just kept coming: Captain Cold, Mirror Master, Paul Pirce, Reverse Flash, Heat Wave, Trickster, Weather Wizard and more. This collection also guest-stars Kid Flash, the Golden Age Flash, the Elongated Man and more. DC, 2016.

GREEN LANTERN The Silver Age Omnibus Volume 1
Collects Showcase #22-24 and Green Lantern #1-45, 1959-65. Highly Recommended. The first adventures of Hal Jordan, are now collected in their entirety in one massive hardcover. Hal Jordan's first appearance in Showcase followed by dozens of those wonderful 1960s issues of Green Lantern. Also included are the intro of the Guardians of the Universe, Star Sapphire, Sinestro and more! DC, 2017.

Invincible Iron Man Volume 10
Collects #68-81, 1974-75. By Mike Friedrich, Bill Mantlo et al. Art by George Tuska, Arvell Jones, Keith Pollard, and Chic Stone. A feud of epic proportions is now simmering among the world's super villains. The mysterious Black Lama pits villain against villain in a globe-spanning battle royale and the prize is ultimate power. It pits the Mandarin against the Yellow Claw, M.O.D.O.K. against the Mad Thinker and everyone against Iron Man! "The War of the Super-Villains!" The story's surprise twists will even bring Iron Man to sunny southern California and San Diego Comic Con! Marvel, 2017.

MARVEL MASTERWORKS
Invincible Iron Man Volume 10
Collects #68-81, 1974-75. By Mike Friedrich, Bill Mantlo et al. Art by George Tuska, Arvell Jones, Keith Pollard, and Chic Stone. A feud of epic proportions is now simmering among the world's super villains. The mysterious Black Lama pits villain against villain in a globe-spanning battle royale and the prize is ultimate power. It pits the Mandarin against the Yellow Claw, M.O.D.O.K. against the Mad Thinker and everyone against Iron Man! "The War of the Super-Villains!" The story's surprise twists will even bring Iron Man to sunny southern California and San Diego Comic Con! Marvel, 2017.

THE MILLION YEAR PICNIC
Highly Recommended. By Al Feldstein and Jack Mendelsohn. Art by Will Elder. This collection includes all 15 of artist Will Elder's unique comics stories ("The Night Before Christmas" got the first issue banned in the entire state of Massachusetts); all seven of his science fiction tales (including two Ray Bradbury adaptations, "The King of the Grey Spaces!" and "The Million-Year Picnic"); and a special horror story that hasn't been seen since its original publication more than 60 years ago. Fantagraphics, 2017.

THE MILLION YEAR PICNIC
Highly Recommended. By Al Feldstein and Jack Mendelsohn. Art by Will Elder. This collection includes all 15 of artist Will Elder's unique comics stories ("The Night Before Christmas" got the first issue banned in the entire state of Massachusetts); all seven of his science fiction tales (including two Ray Bradbury adaptations, "The King of the Grey Spaces!" and "The Million-Year Picnic"); and a special horror story that hasn't been seen since its original publication more than 60 years ago. Fantagraphics, 2017.

PRE-CODE CLASSICS THIS MAGAZINE IS HAUNTED Volume 4 Collects #12-16, July 1957 to May 1958. Highly Recommended. By Steve Ditko et al. Another volume, this time from Charlton, who took over this title from Fawcett and brought in Steve Ditko, who contributes as many as two or even three stories to each issue here. Ditko stuff in the great tradition of the likes of EC Comics and the PS multiple-volume library of Harvey’s horror line-up, featuring a dizzying byplay of gory and twisted tales. PS Artbooks, ZC $59.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEB OF EVIL Volume 3 Collects #15-21, 1954. Recommended. By Chuck Cuidera, Charles Nicholas, Louis Ravielli et al. Persuasive evidence that animated corpses (that’s zombies to us today) used to be gray and had see-through rib-cages. Monsters galore, from the underworld, the swamp, out-of-space—clearly the publisher knew that comic fans wanted in their horror comics! Above average artwork throughout, from the respected Quality Comics Group. PS Artbooks, ZC $60.00 $19.95


ZATANNA By Paul Dini Collects Zatanna #1-16 and Zatanna: Omnibus Volume 1. By Paul Dini (Batman: The Animated Series) with Adam Beechen (Batman Beyond), Jamal Igle (Supergirl), Stephane Roux (Batman Black and White), Chad Hardin (Harley Quinn), and Cliff Chiang (Wonder Woman). Zatanna Zatara has the hottest stage act in Las Vegas but when mystical menaces start causing trouble, Zee steps in to stop them. DC, 2017. ZATANNA. SC, 7x10, 440pg, FC $30.00 $34.99

KRAZY KAT 1934 Library of American Comics 8. Highly Recommended. By George Herriman. Homages to old jokes and bricks, followed by playful references to sex, drink, and even drugs. The daily Krazy Kat strips are often Herriman’s most personal works and standouts from this year include Krazy Kat’s attempt to write a memoir and the Kat’s quietly waiting for the last leaf of fall (a tender scene that finds echoes in Charles Schulz’s drawing of Linus admiring the last autumn leaf’s stubborn spin). IDW, 2016. LOA08H. HCW, 12x5, 328pg, b&w $29.99 $25.99

100 MANGA ARTISTS Edited by Julius Wiedemann. From classic maestros like Osamu Tezuka (Astro Boy) and Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira)—to newcomers such as Hajime Isayama, each entry includes bio and bibliographical information, descriptions of main characters, and plenty of examples of the artist’s finest manga spreads and covers. Note: some nudity and adult material. Taschen, 2017. Mature Readers. 100MAH. HC, 6x10, 872pg, FC $19.99

JOE SIMON My Life in Comics Signed Signed bookplate! Recommended. Get the real story of the birth of the comic book industry from the man who was there! As the first editor of the company that would become DC, Simon was at ground zero of the comic revolution. His credits include creating Captain America with Jack Kirby, The Sandman, Manhunter, Boy Commandos, Stuntman, the first romance comics, early horror comics and much more, right up into the 1960s. Titan, 2011. JSHS. HC, 6x10, 258pg, Text/b&w $29.99 $26.99

SKETCHING FROM THE IMAGINATION Characters Recommended. Edited by Marisa Lewis. Sketches and drawings are the foundations of great art, where thoughts and concepts first come to life as an image. Here fifty talented artists share their sketches, inspirations, and approaches to creating characters. Packed with useful tips and creative insights—an invaluable resource that will inspire artists of all abilities. And a visual feast of creative talent unleashed, fresh and fun artwork for artist or art fan. 3dtotal, 2017. SCI.FI-FC: SCISF. $29.99 $26.99

TARZAN ON THE PRECIPICE Hardcover By Michael A. Sanford. Art by Will Meugniot. An all-new Tarzan novel! With Tarzan alone in Wisconsin after nobly allowing Jane to leave with his cousin -- who believes he is the rightful heir to the Greystoke estate -- Tarzan is despondent and seeks the wilderness to console himself where he discovers a lost Viking civilization. ERB, 2016. TARP. HC, 6x9, 216pg, Text/b&w $34.95

SOFTCOVER Edition, Limited first printing. TARPR. $19.95

TARZAN TRIOLOGY Hardcover By Thomas Zacheck. Art by Douglass Klauuba. Cover art by Joe Jusko. Three Tarzan novelists that take place in 1937-39: “Tarzan and the Fountain of Youth,” “Tarzan and the Cross of Vengeance,” and “Tarzan and the Conqueror”. Set during WWII. ERB, 2017. TARTRH. HC, 6x9, 380pg, Text/b&w $34.95

SOFTCOVER Edition: TARTR. $19.95

THE WILD ADVENTURES OF KING KONG VS TARZAN Highly Recommended. By Will Murray. Art by Joe DeVito. Beast-God Versus Ape-Man. In 1933 Filmmaker Carl Denham was determined to get the dethroned ruler of Skull Mountain Island back to America, and cash in on the greatest wild animal show Marvel Comics, 2016. KKVH, SC, 6x9, 478pg, Text/b&w $24.95

THE WILD ADVENTURES OF KING KONG VS TARZAN Deluxe Hardcover Signed Signed bookplate, bonus art and pages, Hardcover in jacket. Altus, 2016. KKVT. HC, 6x9, 492pg, Text/b&w $65.00
DOC SAVAGE Empire of Doom
Doc Savage and The Shadow Team-Up!
By Will Murray and Lester Dent. Cover by Joe DeVito. Were the strange raiders wearing the golden uniforms who pulled off the daring theft? And who was their leader, a being of seemingly supernatural abilities? Doc Savage doesn’t know—but The Shadow does! Combining forces, the Man of Bronze and the Dark Avenger follow the trail of a super-ghoul into The Shadow’s past—Shivan Kahn. Altus, 2016. DOCEOD. SC, 6x9, 436pg, Text Only
Hardcover Edition: Signed bookplate, bonus art and pages, hardcover in jacket. DOCEODD. $65.00

DOC BOMBSHELLS KATANA Statue
Limited, 5000. Recommended. Designed by Ant Lucia. Sculpted by Jack Mathews. Katana, one of the Suicide Squad’s most fascinating heroes, is re-imagined in this fantastically detailed new BombsHELLs statue. Attired in a stylized, feminine costume, swinging a sword in hand, foot on the head of an Asian warrror mask—or a vanquished foe? 1:8 scale statue. Very nicely detailed, and handsome bright coloring. We love her sophisticated style. DC, 2017. DCBK. 11” tall, FC $125.00

LITTLE MINXIES INFUSION SUZI Statue
Numbered, 3,000! By Joseph Michael Linsner and Clayburn Moore. The debut statue in a new line of sweeetly sexy, curvaceous cuties known as *Little Minxies*. The first in the line of vinyl figurines is Joseph Michael Linsner’s seductive but devilish pin-up girl. Little Minxies are super-cute pinup interpretations of favorite characters—and some original creations to come! MSOS, 2013. LMMSS. 8” tall, FC $44.95 $24.95

APHRODITE IX Statue:
Numbered, 3000! LMA. 8” tall, FC $54.95 $24.95

LUIS ROYO BATGIRL Statue
Hand-numbered from 2000. Recommended. Gotham City’s dashing heroine stands tall in cape and cowl and sporting a lovely dragon tattoo on her calf. She’s poised on huge heavy gargoyle base, overlooking the city. Well designed from the Luis Royo original painting. Yamato, 2016. LRBATG. 18” tall, FC $249.00

FRAZETTA BOXED PINT GLASSES WARRIORS & WOMEN 1 (Death Dealer & Egyptian Queen)
Highly Recommended. Dark Horse. Frazetta’s best work on high-quality 16 oz. glassware. Highly detailed, full color images on crystal clear pint glasses, in a handsome display container. We’re very impressed. Glasses are NOT dishwasher or microwave safe—they should be hand-washed to protect the artwork. Nice and heavy, well built. Dark Horse, 2017. FRAP01. 2 glasses, 16 oz. FC $25.00

FRAZETTA BOXED PINT GLASSES WARRIORS & WOMEN 2 (Silver Warrior & The Huntress)
Highly Recommended. Dark Horse, 2017. FRAP02. 2 glasses, 16 oz. FC $25.00

WARWOMEN & WOMEN 1 & 2 Set:
FRAPGP. 4 glasses $60.00 $44.00

BARE IT ALL Revealing Pin-ups by Barbara Jensen
An all-new crop of exquisitely delightfully daring pin-up portraits by Barbara Jensen. Her approach to good girl, glamour, and cheesecake illustrations follow in the grand tradition of the masters, but with a decidedly decadent 21st Century spin! These aren’t the innocent girls of Elvgren days. They’re naughty little ladies who are in for the tease. Black leather, tini-undies, some explicit glimpses of neatly groomed privates, mesh stockings, high heels, and lots of fine looking breasts. SQP, 2016. Mature Readers. BARIT. SC, 9x12, 48pg, FC $14.95

BOMBSHELL The Pin-Up Art of John Gladman
Retrot pin-ups, done with modern ladies and photography, with plenty of attention to every detail. Classic Vargas, Elvgren and roseart poses, newly explored with a nice variety of lovely ladies, even a few faqti figures. Everyone is having fun here, exposing something here, something there. A couple full nudes. Some fun retro mock-ups of recruiting posters and advertising. Schiffer, 2016. Mature Readers. BOJGH. HCW, 9x11, 144pg, FC $34.99 $29.99

THE CAVEWOMAN 2016 Winter Convention Book
Signed & limited, 750! Recommended. This Winter Convention Booklet features the best of X-Mas work, naughty and nice, plus brand new pieces -- all in full color! Also, for the first time, Budd’s X-Mas Puppy Portfolio is presented all together in one place and he has added two more brand new puppy pieces to complete the set! Lots of Cavewoman, fully nude and, surprisingly, clothed on occasion. Also Universal Monsters and more surprises. Each book is signed on the cover, bagged and boarded for protection. Our favorite Root item each year. Amryl, 2016. Mature Readers. CAVW16. Magazine, 6x8, 24pg, FC $16.95

CHOCOLATE CHEESECAKE Celebrating the Modern Black Pin-Up
Recommended. By Earnest L. Cox. Blending the style of the past with the women of the present, this book is a first-of-its-kind celebration of modern black pin-up beauty. Black pin-ups existed during the “Golden Age of Pin-ups,” but like other black artists of the time, they often did not receive the same attention as their white contemporaries. Also here, full-figured girls, lots of vintage clothes and hair styles. No nudity. Schiffer, 2015. CHOCCH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC $34.99 $29.99

DEViant VIRTUES
By Loisel and Rosé Le Guërec. Explicit. This trio of short tales explores sensuality at its most primal. In *The Offering*, a curious young nymph is offered as a sacrifice to a mythical monster, only for rescue to come in an unlikely form. Then we have voyeuristic misadventures of a Middle Ages virgin who encounters a lovely maiden in the woods. Finally a tale of Venice at the beginning of the 20th century, when a pregnant young woman joins her lover during a mystery-laden Venetian masquerade ball. Humanoids, 2015. Adult Material. DEVVH. HCW, 9x13, 76pg, FC $24.99 $21.95

Look for this symbol for extra savings. These items are deeply discounted, usually at least half the original publisher’s price.
EXPOZURE Volume 2 Blind Faith
By David Campbell. Art by Bill Yung and Jinky Coronado. This graphic novel brings Exposure’s trademark blend of action, intrigue, and sexy fun! Lisa Shannon and Shawna Diaz uncover a sinister secret of ancient artifacts and ritualistic murders, a mysterious cult, and...zombies! Red Giant, 2015. Mature Readers. EXPOZURE2. SC, 6x9, 192pg, FC $47.95 \$17.95

Vol 1 Revealing What Lies Beyond: EXPOZU1.

FAScTR & LARSON’S SExY DREAMS
Recommended. By Steve Fastner and Rich Larson. These guys have the polished look of Dave Stevens, and the sexy babes of Dean Yeagle and Frank Cho. No one combines the features and the beasts quite like these two, and this new gallery contains all their best works. Loaded with great, sexy images, some nudity, bondage et al, but all in good fun. SOP 2016. Mature Readers. FLSD. SC, 9x12, 48pg, FC $14.95

FETISH GODDESS DITA
New Edition, lower price. Highly Recommended. By Peter W. Czernecki. The most popular model of today, Dita offers herself to the viewer in this multiple outfit fetish costumes and poses, from classic pin-up to bondage, high heels, leather, latex, lingerie to full nudity. She reminds us very much of Bettie Page. Her distinctive style is a unique combination of retro glamor, pin-up and high-art eroticism, perfect down to the smallest accessories. Titan, 2010. Mature Readers. FEH. HC, 9x13, 144pg, FC $24.95

JUST TEASING Frameable Poster-Size Fantasy & Pin-Up Art by Dave Stevens

SEX AND HORROR The Art of Alessandro Biffignandi
Recommended. Between the late 1960s and the late 1980s, Italy went crazy for “fuzzy femmme,” a home-grown genre of adult comics with a unique brand of twisted humor, violence, and up-front sexuality. One of the most talented and prolific of the cover artists at Edifumetto—the foremost Italian producer of adult comic during this period—was Alessandro Biffignandi, whose work featured horror, fantasy, and sci-fi elements along with plenty of naked female flesh. Ursus, 1991. Out of Print. Mature Readers. SEHOAB. SC, 9x10, 32pg, FC $32.95 $22.95

SNATCH COMICS TREASURY
Recommended. By Robert Crumb. The early days of underground comic! Featuring ground-breaking art by Crumb, Volli Moscoso, Bill Griffith, Spain and many others, these stories by the final legends of the comic world with their ribald artwork, hilarious stories and innovative storytelling. This collects all three original issues of Snatch along with exclusive commentary—a full-color section and fold-outs. Hippy Comix, 2011, Adult Material. SNAT. SC, 5x7, 127pg, PC $19.95

FLIRT! The Art of Naughty Volume 2
Art by Michal Dutkiewicz (cover), Claudio Aboy, Dario Hartmann et al. A full color gallery of SGP’s pin-up specialists, practitioners in the science of seduction! Naughty? To be sure! Full nude realistic ladies,互相的beauties, pirate girls, barbarian girls, Vampi, mermaids, witches, teen-aged teasers—something from every sort of gal. SOP 2005. Adult Material. FLI02. SC, 9x12, 48pg, PC $14.95 $7.50

GIRLS! From Line to Color
Recommended. By Michal Dutkiewicz. From pencil tests and studies to electronic coloring techniques, pin-up specialists Dutkiewicz lets you watch over his shoulder as he makes his creations come alive! Humorous, insightful, and jam-packed with illustrations, a must-have for any aspiring artist. Explicit, full nudity. SOP 2013. Mature Readers. GRL. SC, 9x12, 48pg, PC $14.95 $7.50

SINS OF THE FLESH
By Bruce Colero. He has worked with adult film stars like Jesse Jane, Stormy Daniels and Ale克ra Blue to top ranked centerfold and Playboy models like Kobe Kaige, Jenny Poussin and Veronica Zemanova. Here is digitally enhanced photography—sexy ladies in fantasy settings, with weaponry and monsters, in tombs and crypts. Explicit, full nudity. SOP 2013. Mature Readers. SINFL. SC, 9x12, 48pg, FC $14.95

TOPLESS SUMMER LOVE GIRLS
A Gentleman’s Guide to Women, Relationships and Breasts. Highly Recommended. By Leslie Cabarga. This incorrigible book is loaded with candid photos taken on the topless beaches of France! Lovely girls, not posing for the camera but simply captured soaking up the sun, talking, lounging and looking beautiful. And the emphasis is always on breasts! But that’s just the beginning. Also here are dozens of illustrations contemporary artists like Ragnar, Milton Knight, Alex Niño, Shane Glines, and Mitch O’Connell and vintage pin-up artists like Bill Ward, Al Capp, and Sid Hoff and some surprises like Charles Dana Gibson, Will Eisner, H.T. Webster, and Charles Addams. Iconoclassics, 2010. Out of Print. Adult Material. TPL. SC, 9x12, 272pg, FC $52.00 $14.95

YOUR BEAUTY MARK The Ultimate Guide To Eccentric Glamour
400 Lavish Color Photos. By Dita Von Teese. While this sounds like, and is, a guide to looking gorgeous—it doubles as a killer collection of photos of the sexiest woman in burlesque and fetish fashion. Wonderful poses, tearing pictures, but no full frontal nudity (she does that elsewhere)! Whether she’s dazzling audiences swirling in a towering martini glass in pasties and stillettos or doing a slow strip tease for kinky videos, or turning heads on the red carpet, this beauty is an art. Dey Street, 2015. YOBMH. SC, 10x10, 352pg, FC $45.95 $37.50

ADULT MOVIE SUPERSTARS Volume 1
Golden Age Photos. Edited by Jack Hunter. This looks back at the so-called “Golden Age” of American porn movies—roughly from 1970 until 1980 and the beginning of VCR technology—and focuses on 10 legendary actresses/ models from that era. (Linda Lovelace, Rene Bond, Uschi Digard, Linda McDowell, Carmen Salinas, Shelly Court, Marie Chambers, Wynne Thorne and Serena) presenting photo graphic profiles of each of them, with over 300 rarely-seen images. Wet Angel, 2012. Adult Motion. ADMS. SC, 7x10, 136pg, PC $24.95 $21.95
American Boobs
Recommended. Photographer Tim Jahns. Since time immemorial, the female breast has been an object of fascination, obsession and desire amongst men and women alike. This book has it all! 336 pages of highly delicious images of beautiful girls presenting their most precious assets. Each is featured in from eight to 18 pages, in various poses and states of dress and undress. Goliath, 2014. Adult Material.

MATURE READERS.

$39.95 $34.95

Dirty Girl Collection Naked & Uncensored
By Ellen Stagg. Nasty ladies! Enter Stagg’s collection of playful, seductive girls, very, very naughty while they look you straight in the eye. From provocative portraits to sexy girl-on-girl action, Stagg’s photography pushes the envelope and takes the viewer on an exciting journey through her world of artistic nudges. A wide variety of eth­nic types and outfits, from explicit full nudes to nylons and lingerie, panties being taken off, brass lowered for full viewing, ladies with hands having a playful or quite serious romp. Goliath, 2016. Adult Material.

MATURE READERS.

$39.95 $34.95

GLAMOUR GIRLS OF PARIS Erotic Photography from Classic French Pin-up Magazines
In the late 1950s and 1960s, erotic nude photography became increasingly preva­lent in the civilized world, with European countries such as Denmark and France leading the way with increasingly daring and artistic publications. Glamour Girls of Paris contains over 120 provocative photographs from vintage French erotic magazines at the forefront of classic pic­torial erotica. Before shaved pubic areas and carefully staged airbrushed Playboy gals, here are the bases of Paris baring it all for the prurient magazines.


GLGP. SC, 8x11, 128pg, b&w

$26.95 $23.95

Kinky Bondage Obsession
The Best of Bondage Cafe.
Photography by Jim Weathers. 368 pages of ladies in every possible variation of getting tied up, one to a page. And in every possible kinky outfit, from see-through black nylon to skin-tight red body suits to skimpy lingerie. Lots of high heels, girls with gags, gags, spanking, etc. Goliath, 2013. Mature Readers.

KINBH. HCW, 9x8, 368pg, FC

$39.95 $34.95

Possibilities The Photographs of John Willie
Limited. Recommended. Here is THE book on the artist and photographer John Willie, publisher of the long running fetish magazine Bizarre, creator of Sweet Gwen doline and also Bizarre Comix. But Willie was also a fetish photographer, special­izing in bondage, and here you will discover more than 1,360 nude and bondage photographs taken in Sydney, New York and Los Angeles, circa 1937-61, including many nev­er-before-seen privately circu­lated images from the Kinsey Institute Collection and other private sources. Belier, 2016. Mature Readers.

POSSJWH. HCW, 11x9, 472pg, b&w

$70.00

Private Pornography in the Third Reich

PRIVATE PORNGRAPHY IN THE THIRD REICH
PRPT. SC, 4x7, 224pg, b&w

$29.95 $26.95

Retro Glamour
By Mark Anthony Lacy. While can­dy-colored pinups may be popular with some, this is a collection of darker, sexier images that reflect the seductive, teasing side of the pinup genie. Seems like the men’s magazines of yester­year, these photos are authentic down to the smallest detail as if they were actually taken decades ago—and with a wide variety of ladies, not every one svelte nor Caucasian. Bullet bras, seam­ed stockings, high heels, and even girdles bursting at the seams! Leave the cutey stuff behind! Schiffer, 2017. Mature Readers.

REGLH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, PC

$34.99 $31.99

Young Casting Girls
Recommended. By Mark Novak. From the photographer for Young Nylon Beauties. What happens before an erotic production begins? The Casting. Models posing for a sexy nude photography session: front, back, sides and everything in between! Take a peek on set with Mark Novak’s all revealing book, with explicit and multiple photos of dozens of beautiful young women, putting their best foot…well…attributes forward! Many full nudes, some revealing then nude, all including shaven or nearly coifed nether regions. Goliath, 2016. Adult Material.

MATURE READERS.

YCGH. HC, 6x8, 320pg, FC

$39.95 $34.95

Young Nylon Beauties
By Mark Novak. A must-have for voyeurs--these sexy young beauties wear nothing but delicate nylon stock­ings! Each gets several scenes, every one more daring until nothing is left to the imagination. A gift-wrapped invi­tion to take a naughty look between heaven­ly long legs, with fresh young ladies who are actually arresting with or without clothes. Goliath, 2015. Adult Material.

MATURE READERS.

YNBH. HC, 6x8, 336pg, FC

$39.95 $34.95

Sorceress DVD
Director Jim Wynorski, 1994. Starring Julie Strain & Linda Blair. All the pleasures of the flesh and the malevolence of black magic collide in this newly remastered and uncensored version of Jim Wynor­ski’s Sorceress (aka Tempress). Presented for the first time ever from a new 2K scan of the original uncut film element, this release features sex scene footage and additional nudity removed from the original release. Synapse, 2016. Adult Material.

SORC. DVD, 89 min, 1 disc, FC

$19.95

Gift Certificates The Perfect Choice!
We’ll ship Certificates anywhere in the world at no charge with your own personal message.

Go to our website and search for GIFT or call (530-273-2166).

www.BudsArtBooks.com

BudsArtBooks.com • 530-273-2166.
MATURE READERS. HC, 9x12, 176pg, FC Out of Print. BudsArtBooks.com ♦ 530-273-2166

in black leather with gold titles. 2002.

Four extra drawings laid into the traycase. Cathy and Arnie Fenner. Only two available. Signed and lettered from 52.


Fantasy Award for Best Artist. 2002. Resulted in his being honored with a World Book cover illustrator and as a comics artist, one of the most respected creators of fantasy through the early 1980s. Our Highest Recommendation.

Signed & numbered, 1200! 16 extra pages.

THE ART OF JEFFREY JONES Signed Deluxe
Signed and lettered from 52. Edited by Cathy and Arnie Fenner. Only two available. Four extra drawings laid into the traycase cover, an extra tipped-in illustrated signature page, and extra 16-page section, and bound in black leather with gold titles. 2002. Out of Print.

$60.00

THE ART OF JEFFREY JONES Super Deluxe
Signed and lettered from 52. Edited by Cathy and Arnie Fenner. Only two available. Four extra drawings laid into the traycase cover, an extra tipped-in illustrated signature page, and extra 16-page section, and bound in black leather with gold titles. 2002. Out of Print.

$140.00

FRANK FRAZETTA LEGACY Deluxe Signed

$300.00

FRANK FRAZETTA LEGACY Deluxe Signed

$85.00

FRANK FRAZETTA TESTAMENT SUPER DLX WITH UNSIGNED BOOKPLATE
Signed and Limited 1200! Publisher’s File Copy. Highly Recommended. Edited by Arnie and Cathy Fenner. The deluxe edition offers 16 more pages not found in the trade edition including unseen and previously unpublished artwork, some in full color: a newly discovered two-page humor strip from a 1961 issue of Teen Life magazine (previously unknown to collectors); Frazetta’s conceptual drawings for an unrealized Lancer cover. Bound in German linen and individually numbered. Each volume is embossed with Frazetta’s seal of certification plus unsigned bookplate illustrated with previously unpublished art, exclusive to Bud Plant. Slippedcased. 2001. Out of Print.

$250.00

$950.00

DEADMAN BY KELLEY JONES
Collects Detective Comics #78-111, Batman #11-42, and stories from World’s Finest Comics #10-14, 1943-44. Highly Recommended. By Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner Fox, Jack Burnley, and Joe Kubert. Dozens of early 1940s stories with early appearances by the Penguin, the Joker, Two-Face and many other villains. DC, 2017.

$75.00-$65.00

$24.99

FRANK FRAZETTA LEGACY Super Deluxe

$300.00

Note: FREE SHIPPING OVER $300. If your order total is $300 or more and you are in the U.S., we pay the standard shipping cost.
JEFF MIRACOLA'S FANTASY ART WORKSHOP
Oil Painting Techniques DVD
Acrylic Painting Techniques, 4 disc set. By Jeff Miracola. An amazing six hours and 39 minutes! A highly detailed look at Jeff Miracola's oil painting process from start to finish. Watch as Jeff creates a dragon painting while offering time-tested advice on materials and process. The Extras video is loaded with additional techniques and information. For beginners and professionals alike. Three Points Publishing, 2017. $34.95

TARZAN THE GREYSTOKE LEGACY UNDER SIEGE Hardcover

Just Arrived

bargain-priced four book package. Highly Recommended. A boxed set of four great books (originally priced at $99.99 each, $120 in all) was issued by the EC Artists' Library, which collects the best 1950s EC stories. Judgment Day And Other Stories illustrated by Joe Orlando, Aces High illustrated by George Evans, Bomb Run And Other Stories illustrated by John Severin and Will Elder, and Spawn of Mars And Other Stories illustrated by Wallace Wood. Fantagraphics, 2014-15.

EC ARCHIVES INCREDIBLE SCIENCE FICTION
Collects Weird Science Fantasy #27-29, Incredible Science Fiction #30-33. Collects cover AND stories. Dark Horse, 2017. $49.99

EC ARTIST LIBRARY Volume 3 Slipcased Set
Bargain-priced four book package. Highly Recommended. A boxed set of four great books (originally priced at $99.99 each, $120 in all) was issued by the EC Artists' Library, which collects the best 1950s EC stories. Judgment Day And Other Stories illustrated by Joe Orlando, Aces High illustrated by George Evans, Bomb Run And Other Stories illustrated by John Severin and Will Elder, and Spawn of Mars And Other Stories illustrated by Wallace Wood. Fantagraphics, 2014-15.

COMIC BOOK HISTORY OF COMICS Birth of a Medium

DR YEN SIN Volume 3
The Mystery of the Singing Mummies, 1936. By Donald E. Keyhoe. The sinister Doctor Yen Sin had transferred his base of operations to San Francisco and set loose the most ghastly weapon in his whole armory of mysterious torture devices—the curse of the Singing Mummies. With the original interior art and cover painting, Altus, 2017.

MYSTERIOUS WU FANG Volume 4
The Case of The Suicide Tomb, 1935. By Robert J. Hogan. Art by John R. Flanagan. “With the secret of the plague of Suicide Tomb, I shall control all men and their destinies. I have..."

MYSTERIOUS WU FANG Volume 5

MARILYN IN WORDS AND PICTURES
By Richard Havens and Richard Evans. Marilyn Monroe always felt like she lived her life on the outside. She was never really accepted by Hollywood, but her talent as an actress. Marilyn looks at this cultural icon’s life and history as she went from “poor little orphan girl” to a worldwide celebrity. This is the story of how Norma Jeane became Marilyn Monroe. For beginners and professionals alike. Chartwell, 2017.

ACRYLIC PAINTING TECHNIQUES DVD
Jeff Miracola's Fantasy Art Workshop Oil Painting Techniques DVD

Oil Painting Techniques, 4 disc set. By Jeff Miracola. An amazing six hours and 39 minutes! A highly detailed look at Jeff Miracola's oil painting process from start to finish. Watch as Jeff creates a dragon painting while offering time-tested advice on materials and process. The Extras video is loaded with additional techniques and information. For beginners and professionals alike. Three Points Publishing, 2017.

FRED MOORE GIRL Series 2 Seasons Autumn Statue
Numbered & limited, 100! Recommended. Sculpted by Kent Melton. Based on the one the highly sought-after “Freddie Girls,” pin-up babies drawn by Fred Moore in the 1940s. They were mostly nude (thus sought-after by the male horndogs at the studio), and they utilized all of Moore’s talents for fluidity, charm, appeal, and great posing. Only günners of them got to the studio. Finally! The secrets of how to sculpt pin-up pin-ups is revealed in “Secrets of Scultpting Pin Up Pin-ups.” $77.99

FRED MOORE GIRL Series 2 Seasons America Statue
Numbered & limited, 100! Recommended. Sculpted by Kent Melton. Electric Tik, 2017. $199.99

MYSTERY WU FANG Volume 3
The Case of The Suicide Tomb, 1935. By Robert J. Hogan. Art by John R. Flanagan. “With the secret of the plague of Suicide Tomb, I shall control all men and their destinies. I have..."

WMWF01. SC, 5x8, 174pg, Text/b&w $12.95

WMWF04. SC, 5x8, 170pg, Text/b&w $12.95

WMWU04. SC, 5x8, 170pg. Text/b&w $12.95

WMWF05. SC, 5x8, 174pg, Text/b&w $12.95

S. CLAY WILSON’S ABC Deluxe Signed & numbered, 100, by Wilson and the publisher, Malcolm Whyte. By Malcolm Whyte. Wilson illustrated two children's books: Wilson's Andersen's and Wilson's Grimm—very unusual assignments for the notorious ZAP artist. However, all restrictions were off for this unique full-color drawings Wilson made in each one of the 26 lettered edition copies. And these are collected here complete with his comments. The 2nd part of this collects more one-off embelishments (in b&w this time). Wordplay, 2014. Adult Material. $200.00

JEFF MIRACOLA'S FANTASY ART WORKSHOP
Oil Painting Techniques DVD
Acrylic Painting Techniques, 4 disc set. By Jeff Miracola. An amazing six hours and 39 minutes! A highly detailed look at Jeff Miracola's oil painting process from start to finish. Watch as Jeff creates a dragon painting while offering time-tested advice on materials and process. The Extras video is loaded with additional techniques and information. For beginners and professionals alike. Three Points Publishing, 2017.

FRED MOORE GIRL Series 2 Seasons America Statue

FRED MOORE GIRL Series 2 Seasons Autumn Statue

MARILYN IN WORDS AND PICTURES
By Richard Havens and Richard Ev- ans. Marilyn Monroe always felt like she lived her life on the outside. She was never really accepted by Holly- wood, but her talent as an actress. Marilyn looks at this cultural icon’s life and history as she went from “poor little orphan girl” to a worldwide celeb- rity. This is the story of how Norma Jeane became Marilyn Monroe. For beginners and professionals alike. Chartwell, 2017. $17.99
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LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES
The Silver Age Omnibus Volume 1
Adventure #247 on and Superboy #86 on, 1958-65.
By Otto Binder. Jerry Siegel, Edmond Hamilton et al. Art by Al Plastino with Jim Mooney, Curt Swan et al. First introduced in 1958 as a team of super-powered teenagers from the disparate worlds of the 30th century, each with his or her own powers, unique to their planets of origin. Together, they stood against evil across the galaxy, recruiting Superboy to help, and appearing off-and-on in both titles. Originally made up of Saturn Girl, Lightning Lad and Cosmic Boy, but soon numbering in the dozens—they fought for justice as they dealt with adolescent insecurities. DC, 2017. LEGS01H. HC, 7x11, 680pg, FC $75.00 $59.00

SUPERGIRL THE SILVER AGE Volume 1
Supergirl’s backup stories from the very first: Action Comics #252-284, 1960-62. Highly Recommended. By Jerry Siegel and Otto Binder. Art by Jim Mooney and Al Plastino. Superman believed himself to be the only survivor of his planet’s destruction until a space-craft crashed on Earth with a young girl inside—a Supergirl from Krypton, possessing all the same powers as the Man of Steel. And this Maid of Might wasn’t just any Kryptonian survivor, but Superman’s cousin, Kara Zor-El. First hidden from the world, she did heroic acts with no recognition, no accolades. DC, 2017. SGS01. SC, 7x10, 384pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF FRITZ THE CAT
Highly Recommended. By Robert Crumb. Fritz is a freewheeling feline chiseler who allowed Crumb to express some of his most acidic commentary on American culture...and teen-aged lust. Tragicomedy, farce, and satire all rolled into one, this chronicles the very best of Fritz’s adventures from his early days as an idealistic college student to his ultimate fate as a jaded, burned-out superstar! A funny, insightful record of a tumultuous period in American life. Fantagraphics, 2017. LDFRITZ. HCW, 8x11, 92pg, b&w $19.99 $16.99

BATMAN METAL DIE CAST
BAT SIGNAL with Book
Recommended. A high-quality die-cast metal Bat-Signal—projects up to 20 feet! Special features include 5-inch tall authentically detailed Bat-Signal replica, metal construction, LED light-up function, up to 20-feet projection in darkness, 360-degree rotatable base, bonus 48-page 5x7 hardcover book on Batman and Bat-Signal lore, featuring full-color illustrations throughout. In a handsome full color display box. 3 AAA batteries not included. Running Press, 2017. BATMBS. HCW, 5" tall, 48pg, FC $39.95

ART OF HAMMER Posters From the Archive of Hammer Films Revised and updated edition. Recommended. By Marcus Hearn. Hammer Films were almost as well known for the way in which they sold their films as for the films themselves. The Art of Hammer is the first ever collection of the company’s iconic movie posters, and is a celebration of movie art at its best. This large format, lavish hardback is now fully updated and brings together hundreds of rare posters from around the world, featuring Hammer’s greatest films, from famous ones to sleazy soft-core with lots of nudity. They covered the full spectrum of horror. Titan, 2016. Mature Readers. ARHAMH. HC, 10x13, 200pg, FC $44.00 $29.95

PALEOART Visions of The Prehistoric Past 1830-1980 Highly Recommended. By Zoë Lescaze. Preface by Walton Ford. In this unprecedented (and enormous), new book, writer Zoë Lescaze and artist Walton Ford present the astonishing history of paleoart from 1830 to 1990, including eight fold-out pages. These are modern visions of prehistory: stunning paintings, prints, drawings, sculptures, mosaics, and murals that mingle scientific fact with unbridled fantasy. Here is an in-depth look at this neglected niche of art history, also revealing how artists projected their own aesthetic, rendering the primordial past with dashes of Romanticism, Impressionism, Japonisme, and Art Nouveau, among other influences. Taschen, 2017. PALEOH. HCW, 11x15, 286pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
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we do have room in our catalogs for everything we offer!

• Over 2000 items in our online store
• 40 categories including Sale & Closeout items
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• Fully searchable and easy to browse
• New Items added almost every day